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PADUCAH DAILY  REGISTER.
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PADUCAH, KY., THURSDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 26, 1905.
ALARM IN RUSSIA
Strike Situation is Very
Ominous Just Now.
PROSPECTS OF GENERAL
SUPPORT TO RAILROADERS.
Over Half of the Enterprise in Grip
of Strikers and Disaffection Is
Spreading.
•CONDITIONS PREGNANT
WITH DIRE POSSIBILITIES.
St. Petersburg, Oct. as.—Over half
of European Russia is in the grip of
the striking railroad men, and the
strike continues to spread rapidly in
all directions.
The roadp in the Volga region are
at a standstill, and today a general
strike was proclaimed on the two re-
maining lines running out of St. Pet-
ersburg. 
.
Before tomorrow the capital is ex-
pected to be cut of from the outside
iworkb by way of she continent. This
!will also involve the sunpension of
4 postal communication.
The league of leagues has seized
the opportunity to come to the sup-
port or the railroad men and has
adopted a resolution in favor of a
general strike of an professions. The
telegraph operators are joining is the
movement and the suspension of rail-
road traffic, it is feared, will be fol-
lowed by a c-cmiplete obliteration of
the eortnnunication between interior
points.
Situatios CriticaL
The situation is critical and preg-
nant of all sorts of dire possibilities.
The factorial in the affected districts
have been forced to shut down for
lack of fuel and Moscow especially
faces not only a food, but water
/anti M.
Fortunately St. Petereburg will
have communication open through
Finiand.
The British ambentador, Sir Chas.
Hardinge. who bade farewell to Em-
peror Nichotas yesterday, previous to
leaving St.-Petersburg on a mission
in connectios with the proposed An-
glo-Russian undeemencling, was un-
able to start for England this morn-
ing because no trains were rtmning.
He will leave the capital on the first
available steamer
Telegraphic communication between
St. Peterburg and Kharkoff is broken.
The workmen of the Putiloff, Kol-
joinoo, Aleaandroveici and Nevsky
worlds struck this morning.
At Their Mercy.
The social democrats believe they
lhave the government at their mercy,
since with the railroads stopped the
authorities are poweriees to transport
troops. This ii all the more serious
as bloody collisions already have been
reported at various places.
The strength displayed by the "o-
yes! democrats has amazed the au-
thorities, who were taken quite as
tnuch by surprise at the evidesce of
their power as they were at the time
-of the "Gapoon rebellion."
The distress in the central provin-
ces ispagreatly increased by the suspen
eon of the famine relief work.
Prince Hilkoff, the minister of rail-
roads, whose appetite to the strikers
at Moscow were so unavailing that he
could not get an engineer to bring
him to St. Petersburg, but who, with
a fireman stoking his own engine, at--
.rived here black and dust-grimed, is
not blameable for the failure of the
government to keep its promises to
increase wages. That responsibility
rests spoi the minister of finance.
Prince HiHreff expects to meet the
railroad delegates here, but apparent-
ly they have already burned their
bridges at meeting, held lest night
and which tontimied lentil dawn this
morning. A dozen oIl these of the
most enthusiastic character were held.
The largest was attended by about
room persons, including students,
who are making common cause with
the workmen and whose leader, are111 making speeches in favor of a resump
tion of the students' strike. The oil-
• dents joined the railroad men' in pass-
ing a resolution in favor of the itnme-
-diate convocation of aconstituent as-
aembly elected by direct univerral suf
frage, and demanding that the laws
governing labor be sanctioned by the
representatives of the people.
These resolutions weer adopted af-
ter a deputation which called on
Count Witte had reported.
Count Witte informed his visitors
that a law permitting greater freatorti
of meetings than allowed by the laws
of Italy and Xustria-Hungary and pro
victim nor freedom of the press had
already been elaborated. Martial law
on the railroads, he said, was an an-
achronism which should be abolished.
The demand for a constituent assem-
bly, the count said, could not be real-
ized nor could universal suffrage be
admitted, as all the people were not
prepared to exercise the right of fran
chiee.
Cites America.
The count spoke of the power wield
ed by capital in Anieric.a, where uni-
versal suffrage exiAed. He thought
it impossible to meet the demands
for an eight-hour day, especially for
out-door workers, and warmly favor-
ed the general measures advocated
with the view to improving the con-
dition of the workingman, especially
in the way of schools, hospitals, etc.
Ira conclusion Count Witte -advised
the 'nen to return towork, but his ad
vice was 'howled down and the reso-
lution of the strike was adopted.,
Prime Hilkoff believes that the strike
cannot be prolonged ae the men are
without fundi.
Some of the revolutionary leaders
here declare that the present strike
is simply to test the strength as a
prelude to a complete strike of all the
social groups. -
Anarchy Prevails at Riga.
Copenhagen, Oct. as.—Anarchy pre
tails at Riga, Russia, according to a
dispatch received from ehere by the
Politiken. Conflicts are frequent,
many persona hate been killed or
wounded and the government spirits
.hops have been looted and destroyed.
The Polytechnic school las been
closed
Blois* Conflicts With Troops.
Ekatenrioslaf, Russia, Oct. ass:-
Two W1)04 conflicts occurred here
today between the troops and demon-
strates. The first took place opposite
the municipal building and the second
near the public parh monument.
Numbers were billed or wouotted
in both instances by the volleys fund
by the soldiers. The demonstrators
near the municipal building refused
to dioienie when ordered, and erected
a barricade. A meeting of students
of the school who are on strike was
dispersed by the police, who made
free use of their whips. Many of the
students were injured,
Warsaw Cat Off From Capital.
Warsaw, Oct. 25.--Communication
with St. Petersburg is interrupted.
Russian agitators are circulating on
the Vienna railroad, calling on ern,
plotres to join the strike. `.
Four hundred and forty employes
of the Vienna railroad have decided
to strike. The last train leaves War-
AA W at 5:3o den afternoon. ;
SUPT. EGAN -HERE
CAME I N YESTERDAY FROM
LOUISVILLE TO LOOK
THINGS OVER.
Industrial Commissioner Clair, of I.
C. R. R., Passed Through Here
for Golconda Yesterday.
HYMENEAL ECHOES
MISS ELIZABETH CARNEY AND
J. EVAN CASSELL MARRIED
YESTERDAY.
Superintendent A. H. Egan, of the
Louisville division of the
teal railroad, yesterday afternt ,ar-
rived here born Falls City end is
at the Palmeri This is his fled trip
here for a week or two, and only
about the third since along iti Au-
gust, as for a long while he was ns
fined in Louisville with -an illnesaS
He tame down to see how things are
coming along in the Pocal offices.
Industrial Commissioner,
Mr. J. C. Clair, the industrialLinatn-
mistionee for the Illinois Centric!. 'ar-
rived here yesterday mornirrg at 7:4o
o'clock from Chicago, and left/ Marra
ly tfiereafter on the mall packet for
Golconda, Ill., on bunners. While
here he wee in conference with Sec-
retary D. W. Coons, of the Commer-
cial club, regarding industries the
road is trying to locate in this vicin-
ity, but the nature of which he does
not want divulged to the public un-
til something definite is effected. He
did not koortw how long he would
be in Golconda at time of departure
yesterday.
No Arrangements Yet Made.
As yet the Illinois Central authori-
ties have not informed the Paducah
city, officials of what arrangements
they desire entering into regarding
the new street being built across
their tracing neat Union depot, Where
the municipal authorities desire ex-
tending Caldwein street so it can be
run over to tire new box and basket
factory erected out that way. The
road- officials want planks placed
Where the street crosses their
tracks 901 that the poseidility of
wrecks, will be obviated, and in a few
days the neceissery arrangements will
probably be made through Supt.
Egan, who is now here.
Mrs. Charles E. Richardson Will En-
terniin Many Friends at Euchre
Next Monday Afternoon.
Yesterday morning at 8 o'clock at
the residence of Rev. Father Jansen,
of St. Francis de Sales church, there
was conducted the marriage of Miss
Elizabeth Carney and Mr. J. Evan
Cassell, of this city, who were united
in the presence of the relatives and
just a few friends. At 9:30 o'clock
the couple left for their wedding trip
to St Louis and other Northern
points. The last of next week they
return and for the time being make
their 'borne at the Carney residence,
on Jefferson near Tenth street.
A recognized beauty is the hand-
some anti cultured bride, who is
charming of face and very highly es-
teemed by everybody. She is one of
the most popular young ladies of the
city, and the daughter of Meek Eliza-
beth Carney.
Mr. Cassell is the engineer for the
Illinois Central railroad, and an efOc-
ieot attache whose connection is
highly regarded by the road authori-
ties.
Sullivan-Thomas.
In the presence of a church filled
with friends Mist Bennie Sullivan and
Mr. Victor H. Thomas, were yester-
day afternoon at 5:30 o'clock united
in the holy bonds of wedlock at the
Bradway Methodist church, Rev. T.
J. Newell officiating. The maid of
honor for the graceful affair was Miss
Eunice Landrum, of Martin. Tenn.,
oble Mr. Ralph Warren, of this city,
officiated as beet 011911. hlesars. Les-
ter Yates, Lon Oliver, John Wilkins
and William Reid were the ushers.
Mise Virginia Newell presided at the
organ from which arose the sweet
wedding march as the bridal party
entered.
Late evening the couple left for
their wedding trip through the North,
where they remain ten days or two
weeks before returning 'here to take
up their home. Both are exceedingly
popular young people, the dainty and
4ry pretty bride being the daughter
Of Mr. and Mrs. James H. Sullivan,
of North Sixth street.
The groom is Paducah's represent-
ative for • well known piano house,
and is a sterling and energetic young
business mats who stands well.
Bagby-Spicer.
At 9 o'clock yesterday morning
Mrs. Zulema Bagby, of this city, and
Mr. William Spicer, of near Hopkins-
ville, Were united in-marriage by Rev.
W. E. Cave, of the First Presbyterian
church. The happy event occurred
at the home of the bride on Husbands
street near Sixth, and was followed
by their departure for near Hopkins-
vills, where the groom is a prosper-
dui and well standing farmer.
Quite a party of friends witriesried
the home eyelet which bound the con
tracting parties, who are well known
young people, the bride flormerly be-
ing the popular cashier for the Rudy.
Phillips Sr Co. establiehment.
Dinner and Theater Party.
Mr. am) Mos J. campbell Flournoy
last enuring entertained with an ele-
gant 6 o'clock dinner at their home
on West Jefferson street. It was fo/-
towed with a box party at the thea-
ter, their guests being Mesdames
harry Tandy, of Frankfort, Walter
Baxter Pace, of Louisville, Anne
Berryman, of Clarksville. Tenn., Mr.
and Mee. G. H. Warnekin, of Oarks-
vine, Tenn., and Messrs. }Tarte Cald-
well and Jack Lary, of Clarksville.
Married Last Evening.
Last evening at 8:30 o'clock there
was united in marriage Miss Ora
Flint and Mr. Robert Davis at the
home of the bride on South Twelfth
street. Only a few of their friends
and the relatives witneseed the hap-
py nuptials, which bound two popular
young people. of many acquaintances,
the groom being s popular attache of
the street railway systern.
Euchre Party.
Mrs. CharSa F. Richardson, of
West Broadway, .has issued invita-
tions for a euchre to be given next
Monday afternoon at berslyrime, com-
plimentary to Mrs,. Harry G. Tandy,
of Trankfort, Ky.. who is now here.
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I FINALLy WOUND UPthat Koger made the remark. Capt.liSoger yesterday informed' Capt. Ty-
tact this was false, and Capt. Tyner
knocked him down. They were sep-
arated and Capt. Koger started at
him with a knife, but was held back
and then afterwards with a hammer,
but was again stopped. This ended
the fisticuff.
LAWYER BAGBY FORWARDED
TELEPHONE DEED TO
JUDGE EVANS.
Miss Mabel Randle Figheng for Life
Insurance of Her Father—Mr.
Corbett Returns Tomorrow.
This morning Lawyer E. W. Bagby
forwarded to Judge Walter Evans at
loottieille the final deeds closing up
the Ole of the People's Independent
Telilghtitie company of this city to
the Paducah Home Teleohone com-
pany. It is practically a reorganiza-
tion of the old company taken over
under a new name, but the transfer
of the plant had to be made through
the United States court to legalize
tire outstanding bondie and Judge Ev-
an had Lawyer Bagby selected as
special commissioner to conduct the
sale, which was made about six
weeks ago.
The old company had about $3o0s
000 outstanding bonds, arid these
were/called in when tire deal was
made. All but $12,000 were turned
in anti as the securities were not
worth their face value, the $12,000
'worth only $2,379, the tatter amount
was yesterday paid into the hands of
Co-nmulaioner Bagby by the tele-
phone owners. The money was for-
wardet by the commissioner to Judge
Evans who will hold same to pay off
the rimaining outstanding bonds
when 'hey turn up. The balance of
the briale newt in have been paid off.
The steef,:t.:or the final transfer was
made . ritzy by, Mr. Bagby and
forwsrCed to Judge Evans who will
approve same and return it to the
owners here.
Mr. E L. Barber, head of the new
company, arrived here yesterday and
pail over the money which closes the
desk while he brought with him Mr.
T. L. Gifford, of Wails.* Ohio, who
is to be bookkeeper for the local of-
fice.
Missionary Society Met.
The Women', Foreign Missionary
society 'of the Timadway Methodist
diturch yesterday met and arranged
for the week of prayer to he eon-
darted Thanksgiving week in No-
vember. si • si
Life Insurance Money.
Lawyers Bagby dr Martin yester-
day forwarded to the chancery court
at Chattanooga, Tenn., t he de f end -
ant's in the sat of Dr. PD.
Sims, 'ai6traisor of the J. H. Ran-
die tittle, spinet Mies Mebel Ran-
die, latter of this city. The litigation
is to determine who gets the $1,too
insurance of life of the kite J. H.
Randle.,
Mabel Randle is his daughter, but
the parrots were divorced. The fath-
er put her in college at Bristol, Tem.
from where last -winter her mother,
Mn'. Eliza Randle, took her against
the wishes of the faculty. During, his
He J. lit Randle took out Soso° ini-
surance, made payable to his sister,
who died before he did. Now the
daughter claims the money, which is
also being contended for by relative*
of the dead sister. When the mother
took the girl from the college she
came here and stopped with County
Clerk Charles Graham, to whom she
is related.
Kentucky Beauty Wants Divorce,
Mee. Edith Terry Purnell has filed
suit at Louis-vine for divorce from
her husband, Dr. Julius M. Parnell,
of the U. S. army, who has just re-
turned, from the Philippines and is
now at San Francisco. She alleges
cruelty and drunkenness She is one
of the most beautiful girls in Ken-
tucky, and last summer visited Mrs.
L. A. Washington, of this city, where
she is well known in society.
Returns Tomorrow.
Hon. Hal Corbett yesterday wired
that he would not return until tomor-
row from Pennsylvania where he
went to argue before the state board
of pardons his motion that there be
commisiod to life impriontrient the
death %entente given James Ezell,
the telegraph operator, for knifing a
fellow railroader.
LIVELY SCRAP.
Captain Koger and Captain Tyner
Came Together Yesterday.
FIRE PUT OUT.
Western Union Office at St. Louis
Had Narrow Escape Last Night.
The attaches of the local office of
the Western Union Telegraph com-
pany last night received word that
about 8 o'clock the St. Louis office
came near being destroyed by fire,
but it was finally saved. The office
in the Future Great is in the sante
building occupied by The Mixers
hotei, and the fire started- on the win-
dowsill, either from a match struck
by some one connected with the head
quarters, or a spark from the hotel
furnace. The office has some of the
chemical fire extinguishers on hand
and quickly put out the blaze, but
for a while it looked like a big con-
flagration would be started, so ticked
the St. Louis operator to the Padu-
cah force. Business was suspended
over there for a while, but finally re-
sumed its normal oorrdition after the
excitement died down.
Yesterday morning aboard the
wharfboat a lively scrap ensued be-
tween Supt James Koger, of the St.
Louis and Tennessee River Packet
line, out of the city, and Captain J.
T. Tyner, of the Cemberland river
boat Bob Dudley.
Recently the government inspec-
tion revoked the license of the engin-
eer and assflaant engineer aboard the
steamer Kentucky that is owned by
Capt. Koger's Am, on the ground
they carried too much team on the
boat. To the ears ofl the inspectors
readted a disparaging remark credited
to Capt. Kogter about them. 1) seems
Capt. Koster is under the impression
that Capt. Tyner told the inspectors
WILL GO TO CALIIFORNIA,
A Former Paducahan to Go West for
His Health,
The Clinton Gazette contains this
mention of a forrmer Paducah boy,
setho still has many friends in the
City:
"Harry Robinson boa sold his ire
terest in the mercantile and tailoring
house of Robinson, Bransford & Co.
at Union City preparatoryt o moving
to Log Angeles, Cal., next summer to
engage id business. Hi hopes to en-
joy better health on the Pacific Idope.
Mr. Robinson moved from Columbus
to Union City about 23 years ago
and has prospered in business and at
the same time made himself one of
the most popular citizens of that
place.. We hope he will not only
fully recover the buoyant health so
well befitting one of 'hie heart pro-
portions and royal bonhomie, but
that Ire will s000 find as many and
so warm SOW& tad west as he will
leave behind in renhicky and Ten-
nessee. His son George W. Rubin-
son succeeds to his interest in the
Union City house.
CAR WAS LATE
THE ROWLANDTOWN PEOPLE
HAD TO WAIT TO GET
TO TOWN.
Ten Men Wanted to Jump Conductor
Perry, But He Stood Them Off
in Defiance.
4
ENDS WITH TODAY
....solos MENU
President Closes His Swing
South in New Orleans.
.V
RETURNS TO WASHINGTON
VIA GULF AND SEA.
Little Rock Yesterday Gave a Hand-
some Welcome to the
Executive.
GOES INTO NEW
ORLEANS THIS MORNING.
Car No. tot of the street railway
system yesterday morning shortly
after 6 &clock jumped the track at
Fourth and Madison streets and it
took irearty an hour to net it backf
on. It blockaded traffic so that the
first car for Rovelandlown did not
get out there until about 8 o'clock.
This car seam to be a "Jonah," as
the night .before parties threw bricks
through the window while on Fourth
street. while at Thirteenth and Cald-
well streets it struck a pole that had
been placed aoross tire track and the
front was damaged some little, but
not enough to put it out of commie-
Conductor Roy Perry, of the Union
depot line, reported yesterday that
while making a trip towards the de-
pot ten men attacked him at Ninth
and Tennessee streets and ordered
him off the car, but he refused ana
defied them and finally they let him
abork without attempting harm. He is
a non-union man,
Last evening about 7 o'clock car
No. 64 jumped the track at Sixth and
&roadway just after it got past Sixth
going toward, Fifth street. Other
ears ,were brought down tied on 6
the rear of 64, and same jerked back
into position on the rails.
The car mahagement does not ex-
pect to get into their new building
until after the fire* of December, as
the Queensware company now occu-
pying the storehouse does not get out
until that month. Just as soots as
they vacate the place, the car people
will commence remodeling sane, and
fixing it up on the inside, for their
use. It is the one at 406 Broadway.
Luther League Meets,
The Luther league wi meet this
afternoon at the reicktice of the
Mimes Humeral at 5t9 Harrison
street.
Liittle Rock, Ark., Oct. rm.—To-
day, the last but one of President
Roosevelt's trip through the south,
was spent for the most part in this _
city. Elaborate 'preparations had
been made for his entertainment and
an interesting programme was map-
ped out. This included a visit to
Fort Logan H. Roots, an address in
the City Park and an entertainment
at luncheon by representative citi-
zens. The president's train arrived
here during the early forenoon.
The round of festivities and speech
inning occupied his ti me unlit 4
onto& this afternoon, when 'his
party returned to. Memphis, from
which point, acceding to the present
arrangements, the president, his sec-
retary and Surgeon General Rixey
will proceed to New Orleans, the re-
mainder of the party returning direct
o Wa.hingon.
'Phis diversion of a considerable
atlinlber of the president's party win
be mark to avoid any complications
which might arise from quarantine
regulations following a visit to New
Orleans, it being the president's in-
tention to come from that city to
Washington on a warship, on which
fie will be accompanied by his ssc-
retary and Dr. Rixey.
After an all-night journey from
Birmingham, the president and party
arrived,in Argenta, a northern sub-
urb of this city, promptly on time
this rnorning. Despite the threaten-
ing attitude of be elements, a large
crowd was present to welcome the
president.
The President's Arrival. -
The city had been decorated with
nags and bunting in honor of the
prchtit's visit, and the only unto-
ward feature of the day's exercises
was the fear that a downpour of rain,
woind occur at any moment. Rain
had fallen continnally all yesterday
and last night. At 8 o'clock to-day.
however, the precipitation ceased and
the streets immediately took on a
lovely appearance. The city was filled
with visitors from all parts of the
state. Excursion trains had been run
on all lines, and it was early appar-
ent that the president's welcome
would be lively during his May here.
When the president's train arrived
at Argenta over the Rook island
hneses a reception committee, heed-
ed by United States Senators Berry
and Clarke, Gov. Davis and Federal
Judge Trieber, entered the presi-
dent's car and warmly wekomed him
to Arkansas. 1; 4
Visits Fort.
The president did not alight from
his car at Argenta, but the train pro-
ceeding to Big Rock, the nearest
point to Fort Logan H. Roots. Here
the president and his party alighted
and a visit was made to the fort., the
party arriving there at 9:30 o'clock.
After a brief reception, the president
inspected the barracks and almonds
and expressed his satisfaction at the
excellent arrangements for the com-
fort of the troops. . tilne
Nearly the entirs morning was talc-
en up at Fort Roots, and The start
for, the citiy was not made 111140 IT
o'clock. When the carriages were
drawn up by the mounted escort of
honor took their pieces beside the
president.
This escort, which is known as the
"Blue and Gray," 'consisted of twenty
four civil veterans, twelve Union sol-
diers and twelve former Confederates,
and it particularly pleased the presi-
dent. It Was announced this es-
cort preceded the preeiderd'e carriage
throughout the entire day and act as
a body guard.
In the City.
The president, headed by this es-
cort of honer, and accompanied by
the reception committee, reached the
city shortly before noon. The streets
were jammed with people. and every
'available house-top on Main street
had its occupant,. The preildent was
loudly cheered as he passed along to-
ward the city park. He repeatedly
rose in his earr(age and bowed his
thanks to the people. At one point
or, Tenth street the way we clearea
a
(Contnued on Foirrth Page.)
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CHILD'S SUPPORT
LEE CRANE STEWART SUES
HER FORMER HUSBAND
FOR MONEY.
Dicke and Black Filed Suit Against
Judge D. G. Park on Account
County Court Business.
Lee Crane Stewart yesterday flied
suit in Judge Lightfoot's court
against Joe Crane for $15 per month,
since the fit of last April. Plaintiff
was formerly the wife of defendant,
but got a divorce and remarried'. She
claims defendant agreed to pay for
maintenance of their eon Click, but
has failed to dio so, While she has
paid for his living at the rate of $15
per month, and now ores to be re-
munerated' from the child's father.
Deeds Lodgeed.
. Land lying out in the covnty has
been sold by Mottie Fortson to J. Mt
Gray for $6, and the deed was filed
for record yesterday with the county
clerk.
J. If. Gray bought from F. E. Port-
son for $260 property on the Metrop-
olis and Lovelaceville road in the
eon My.
James Collins transferred to U. S.
Whitson for $300 property on Bridge
street.
Sued on Acount.
E. 0. Thomas filed suit against
Capt. J. E. Williamson for $170.74
claimed due on account for material
and services plaintiff furnished des
fedant.
Bill for Clothing.
Dicke & Blaok, the tailors, filed
suit in the court against Judge D.
G. Park for $6s claimed due for
clothing plaintiff's made for defend-
ant.
Licensed to Marry.
The clerk issued a marriage license
to Victor H. Thomas, aged 28, and
Bennie Sullivan, aged 21, of this city.
TWENTIETH CHILD BORN.
Al Living and Oldest Only 21—
Strenuous Opponents of
Race Suicide.
Owosso, Mich., Oct. 25.—Strenu-
°us opponents of race suicide are Mir.
and Mrs. Fred Heise, whose twere
tieth cihilei was born yesterday. All
the score of youngsters, from Fred,
Jr., who is 21 and the oldest, down
to the Last little girl‘ who has just
opened her eyes on the world; are
healthy and happy.
Heise has the contract for coaling
Grand Trunk engines here, and is a
respected German citizen.
$25,000 SUIT
HON. JOHN K. HENDRICK HAS
RETURNED FROM
GOLCONDA.
He Got Demurrer Overruled, and
Suit Was Then Set for Trial
Next Wednesday.
Hon. John IC lienrkick, of the
Fredric' k, Miller & Marble firm, yes-
terdas, snorning returned' from Gol-
conda, 144., where he went to argue
.the demurrer entered to the petition
he hied in the circuit court for J.
Series against the Illinois Central
railroad for $25,000 damages.
Several years ago Sarin, was etn-
pioyed by the (railroad on the Louis-
ville division and one day be was
sent to the roof of a water tank at
Cecilia to paint it. The top was as
slick as grease, and just as on as
Sarka stepped onto it his foot
!dipped. and Ile was rent plunging to
the ground about thirty feet below.
He struck with great force, broke
many bones in his body, hurt an eye
so that she sight was lost, and was
otherwise injured in a dangerous
=miner that disabled hi mike life.
He got the well known Paducah
horn of lawyers to bring suit for him
for $25,000 damages in the court at
Golconda, Where Series resides. The
road attorney entered a demurrer to
the petition and Colomel Hendrick
went up Monday and argued the pro-
ceeding, with the revolt that he won
his point and got the judge to over-
rule the demurrer. The juidlge then
net the litigation for trial next Wed-
nesday, at which time Mr. Hendrick
goes back to take charge of the plain-
tiff's side.
The indicted beef trust men of Chi-
cago are offering all kinds, of techini-
cal objectiens to the indictments
against than,. They don't want to
come to 'trial openly declaring that
they anticipate conviction.
Pe.ninsylvarvia had $1,o3o,000 in the
Harrisburg, Pa., hank- which was
wrecked by its, cashier, who siticided.
It is thought by the state's treasurer
that the state 14 fully protected by
the bank's bondsmen.
WANTED—Shell Bark Hickory
Nuts. M. Liviegeton & Co., 113-117
North First street.
TO RV TODAY
THE CASE OF FERRIMAN VS.
HAWKINS TO BE GIVEN
THEM.
J. R Duncan Asks for New Trial of
Action Against Democrat Pub-
lishing Company.
The evidence and arguments were
finished yesterday and there goes to
the jury this morning in the circuit
court the suit of James Ferriman
against H. P. Hawkins & Son of this
city. Ferritran is of Grand Rivers
and sold defendants some corn and
feedstuff. He now claims, that the
Paducah firm refuses to pay him the
several hundred dollars pixehase
price, hence the suit.
Wants New Trial
The plaintiff filed reasons and a
Motion for a new trial of the suit of
J. R. Duncan against the Democrat
Publishing company. The court has
not yet passed on the motion. The
defendant erroneously published
that plaintiff was fined $500 for coun-
terfeiting, when in fact it should have
said, that Duncan had to pay $500
bond he gave for appearance of his
relative-, H. B. Duncan, who failed to
show up for trial on the charge of
passing spurious money, and thereby
forfeited the bait. J. R. Durstan sued
the paper for dal:nage-a but the jury
refused him anything. Markie Woe-
ten repneseented the losing sidle, that
of plaintiff.
The defeendant filed a motiott for
a new trial in the suit of J. MI. Lut-
trell against the East Tennessee Tel-
ephone company, but the court has
not passed thereon. Luttrell got
$5,34 judgment against the defendant
for pOles Luttrell furnished the com-
pany, which refused to pay for same.
Charley Wheeler represented the loss
ino side.
Tons Glynn asked the court to set
aside the order which ordered that
sale of certain property be set aside,
in the suit of Attie McCord against
Harry Augustus. The plaintiff and
defendants are betother and sister and
owned jointly some property they
had 'sold through the court, and
Glynn bought it in. The court set
aside the sale on the ground that
CelYno's offer kr the ground was
not high enough. .
W. M. Rieke was accused from
further service on the petit jury and
George Lehohard substituted.
Delayed for Instruction.
The evidence was 'heard in the
suit of Effie Leigh against the Citi-
Tens' Savings bank, and the case will
be given the jury this morning, as
Judge. Reed did not have time to
write his instrurctions until last even-
lag. It is a case where a controversy
exists over Fourth and Kentucky av-
enue property.
The plaintiff filed a reply to defend
ant's answer in a suit of Ida Stein-
braker against the Paducah City
Railway company. She feil from a
moving car, got hurt and then sued
for daniages. The company claimed
it was her own negligence that
caused the accident, but in her reply
she denied this.
Noel. Gaines filed an answer to
the suit for damages instituted
against him by Elmore Townsend, of
this city, because the latter was
weongrully incarcerated in the guard
house at Wiallace Park during the re-
cent state military- encampment. In
his answer Gaines claims that as in-
'Spector general for the state mili-
tary it was his deify to designate
what bourelar'es were considered the
CliCainvitnent ground') and in doing
this he named Wallace Park. He
claims, that the territory within these
bound* was under his direct personal
supervision and charge and all sol-
diers and civilianaineide same subset-
sient to hie orders. He claims that
Townsend cursed, and abused him
when he ordered the civilian in
charge of the refrechmenet stand to
clean it up. Gaines claims that the
arrest was legal and that he was em-
powered to make same or any other
within the camp boundaries.
Not Tried.
There was set for trial yesterday
the following suits which were not
reached on this diocket on account of
the entire time of the court being
emotarniedi with other actions.
Thomas Prather vs. Paducah City
Railway company; Felix Rucloilphi
guardian, against Cotranktuf Mianufac-
turirvg company; liluanas W. Green
against the Paducah City Railway
company.
Today's Docket.
The proceedings set for trial today
are as foillowe: Emma Rose vs. Pa-
diucab City Railway company; Teresa
Badhl v-s. Geeorge VV-allare and Rob-
ert B. 'Phillips; S. M. Smith vs. City
of Paducah.
finsma Rose saes the car company
for damages on aocount of an acci-
dent. Teresa Bach, sues George
Wallace and Robert Phillips for
damages on account of injuries re-
ceived at the Alden Knitting milt.
whites defendants' operated undier
limes, and Smith sues the city for
damages because he got his leg brolde
when thrown from an improvised
snow plow used by the public ens-
pkryes last winter to serape the snow
fro native sidewalk on South Third
fro writhe sidewalk on South Third,
PUBLIC WORKS
BOARD DECIDES TO DEFER
BUILDING THE CALDWELL
STREET CULVERT.
New Bridge Over Island Creek Dis-
cussed, but No Action Was
Taken—Other Matters.
The new concrete culvert for Cold-
well street will not be constructed
this year, according to tbe board of
public works, which will make a rec-
ommendation to this effect at next
council meetipg, which is one week
from the comities, MondAy evening.
This decision was reached yesterday
by the board at their reg-tlar weekly
session in their city hall cl amber.
The board of works took aids last
week on the new culvert, but uhe pro-
posals from the contractor's showed
the cost would far exceed the amount
desired for expenditure. The hoard
rejected the bids and called for new
proposals which were opened yester-
day. They ....hawed that figures on
the work were made by George Kat-
terjohn, W. B. Milne and John I ane,
al; local contractors. The city engin-
eer has not computed these figures
yet po as to get the exact total cost
of the improvement, but will do so
right away. At a glance though he
can tell the cost will be more than
the board of workis wants to expend,
therefore this body yesterday decided
to recommend to the legislative au-
thorities that the matter be put off
until next year.
During its session yesterday the
board ,gave the street car company
the power of moving its pro ent
switch from Madison between Elev-
enth and Twelfth streets around to
Twelfth between Clay and Trimble
streets, which is three blocks from
where the switch now stands. The
street car management believes by
moving the -switch better service can
be gotten, as it will then be about
half way from the terminus of the
line in Rowlandtown, down to the
next switch towards town, which is
on Maction between Fourth and Fifth
streets. By equalizing the distance
cars will not have to wait on the
switches undue periods of time, like
they do at present, as 01Ir Car now
has to go some blockli farther than
the other in getting kom switch to
switch.
Contractor Thomas Bridges will
arrive here today from Florida and
sign the contract for placing the con-
crete sidewalks on both sides of Jef-
ferson from Eighteenth to Twenty-
fifth streets. This contract was let
to Lee &.Everroid, of Columbus, Ind.
last week by the board of works, but
they refused to take the job on the
ground that having to commence the
fiat of next month they coufd not
complete the undertaking within the
time prescribed. the first of Jarusary.
The board then decided to give the
work to Bridge-s provided he did it
for the same figure Lee & Everroid
had bid, and thie apparently being
satisfactory to him he comes today
to sign up and begin the work.
At yesterday's board meeting there
was discussed at scene length, but
nothing done, regarding the necessity
for a new bridge acrose Island creek
where Fourth street ends. It is more
nhan probable that an improved stria
ture of superior make will be placed
across the creek next year, as the
city needs one arai then the street
car line will have to have one, also,
as the new management of the car
company contemplate% next year ex-
tending its lines acrnes the creek and
on out through Mechanicsburg where
thousands of people live and demand
the benefit of the line. It is more
than probable that the city authori-
ties and car company official* will
join hands and put up an iron bridge
at the end of Forerth, street, and lhigh
railings pieced on each side so peo-
ple cannot get out on the track and
lay themes/yes liable to death. F}es
tween the tracks and sides of bridge
can then be left ;pace sufficient for
wagons and pedestrians to pars hack
and forth. The bridge would cost
several thougand dollars but be sub-
stantial and good for use for many
years to come.
'Street Inepector Alonzo Elliott was
given a strong order by the board
yesterday regarding keeping the pub-
lic streets and alley, in a clean cotedi
tion. The thoroughfares are not very
neat at many places end the board
instructed the inspector to keep the
street department forces going and
get everything in the beet shape pos-
sible.
POINTER FOR INSURANCE ME"
--
Whethod of Western Sharpers
--Secure
Names From Tombstones,
Los Angelees, , Cal., (Jet. as.—A
now and evidently entirely original
form of insurance peculation was on-
eared here yesterday, when it was
disclosed that twn solicitors of the
United+ Patriots of America, a. kcal
insuranice order, had been writing the
applicatiorse of persons buried in the
/teal cerneteriete and, after reporting
the applications at the head office,
collected the advance moneys due
them on the work. The sogeitore
disappeared' a short time previous to
the discovery of their scheme.
ployes, and: getting thrown from the
plows fell between same entitle
fence, where his limb was broke
CONCRETE BEGUN I
THE CONTRACTORS HAVE
LAID SAME FOR BRICK
FOUNDATION.
All the Storm Water Sewers Nearly
Down on Jefferson Out to
Fifth Street.
Work has been started of laying
the concrete' foundation for the brick
street work at First arid Kentucky
avenue. The foundation has been
laid out as far as the alley behind
Jackson's foundsaa but had to be stop
pod on account of the rainfall which
made it impassible for the laborers
to work. The brick for this work
are expected right away, they com-
ing from Ohio, and being od the Met-
ropolitan make. The concrete used
for the foundation will have to dry
out before the brick can be placed,
and it will take some days for this.
If the brick do not arrive right away
the workmen will go ahead and put
all the concrete down and continue at
this until the brick do get here.
The men laying the storm water
sewerage on Jefferson street have got
it done to Fourth on the north side
of the thoroughfare, and are now
working back from Fourth to Third I
on the south side. Ott the latter side
it has been completed from First to
Third street, and when there is done
the block from Third to Fourth on
that side the work on both sides will
then be carried on, out to Fifth, where
it stops for this winter and lays dor-
mant until next spring when opera-
tions will again be started and the ens
tire contract finished out to Ninth
Street.
Evidence of Too Much Haste.
The : tins of the past few days have
developed a tlact the builders of the
streets* and the city authorities should
not overlook again This ie the fail-
ure to properly tamp the excavations
made for the storm sewerage especial
ly. In Kentucky avenue from Fourth
to Second it is plain that the tamp-
ing for the storm sewerage was poor-
ly done, for the rain. have sunk the
earth until a refilling will be neces-
sary ere the concrete can be laid.
And yet it was thought the street was
all ready for the leveling up for the
concrete and brick work. Had the
concrete and brick been put down on
this work nothing short of ta poor
job would have resulted, for the street
ust have simk juet as soon as any
water could have reached the fills
and they had time to settle, as they
would have settled. The placing of
storm sewerage and then the streets
should sot follow too soon unless the
city wants—for it will get them—the
poorest of streets.
OWN FUNERAL
A GIRL WHO KILLED HER-
SELF IN ATLANTIC
CITY.
She Told Undertaker When Buying
Coffin and Providing for
Cremation.
New York, Oct. 21.—Mi&5 Anna E.
Scott, the girl who killed herself in
Atlantic City Saturday because of
grief over her fianee's sudden death
had, with careful deliberation arrang-
ed for their funeral, crew to the point
of choosing her coffin, became known
yesterday, when a friend of the gni-
cide called at Aklred's undertaking
c-st a bli clime re .
Visits Undertaker.
Telling John Aldred, Jr., that she
expected a friend to die within two
days, she discussed calmly the best
met boa of disposing of her own body,
and informed the undertaker that she
woukt notify him when lee was need-
ed. She said that hee friend's name
was Anna Smith.
"She does not want to be buried."
said Miss Scott, "hut has told me site
prefers cremationi." She asked Al-
dred how much it would cost to cre-
mate the body, and on being told the
terme, said they were satisfactory.
'Nov I'd like to see a coffin," she
said.
Selects Coffin.
Aldred led the way to the rear of
the shop and showed her several cas-
kets. "A plain one will do," she said,
and it was agreed that a pine board
coffin, with no embellishments, would
be used.
"I'm going away tomorrow," said
Miss Scott, "and you'll probably hear
from me on Saturday. Now, don't
forget, I want the body cremated and
see that you get the money."
The suicide left a message summon
log the undertaker to take charge of
the body of "Anna Smith," and a note
to a friend ,ia which money for the
services of the undertaker was en-
closed.
WANTED—Shell Bark Hickory
Nuts. M. Livingaton & Co., 115-117
North %as street.
President Loubet in his visit to
Spain it indeed being given a royal
reception.
Are You Planning to Remodel? lif
If you contemplate remodeling
your present home now or in the COM?
near future, you should study the OF
subject of Plumbing.
A little Issiowledge on tke subject will
•
be beneficial to you in the selection of the Vessel
best material and fixtures and in their proper Un
• location throughout the home.
If you will call and Cansult us, we will
give you attractive literature en modern sani- May
tation and will show you the samples of Sc receiv
'Stamford' Ware we have in our showrooms. 4 belle,
bp0t1SC
formet
,officer
miagii
-of Mee
U.
Does Your Watch
'Conn,
D. A.
Dear
acknos
Need Repairing? kerne(Please
pronsis
Do you want a first class Job by an sent; i
*bat yt
expert !workman? If you do take -erythir
It to Men
interes
John 3. Bteich, 3eweler. Commsociat
Ship's
224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky. the se,
which
r*".++.+1+.44+-4E.. CO uLsON,
LUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 523 Broadway.
linintellainglintreeeles 
 •••••..f 
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST COP
Of Pacluoith, Kentuckfr.
Capital and Surplus $185,ocoo
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in firs
proof vault for rant at $3 to Ilzo per year as to 1111141. You Carry TOUT own
key and no one but yourself has access.
Fer Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS MI WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SONE AGENT, Illost TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a: new
cniagement for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best accommodations at reasonable rates
Price Bros. 46c Co.,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd:and Monroe
And Household Ooods. Both 'Phones ii '
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Weil .5e Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Buller-
Campbell Block.
Office Plume 369. - Riddance Phone 726
Subscribe For The Register
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MAYO S LETTER
COMMANDER WINTERHALTA,
OF THE PADUCAH, HEARD
FROM YESTERDAY.
Vessel Will Not Be Finally Accepted
Until a Trail Run the Last of
This Year.
, -
Mayor Yeiser yesterday morning
received frdm Commander Winter-
hake, of the gunboat Paducah, a re-
spouse to the mayor's reply to the
former letter written by the executive
•officer of that craft to this city's chief
magatrate. The communication is
-of interest here and is as foLlows:
U. S. S. Paducah, New London,
Conn, Oct. 12, 1905.—The Honorable
D. A. Yeiser, Mayor of Paducah, Ky.,
Dear Sir:—I have mucti pleasure in
acknowledging receipt of your es-
teemed letter of the 113th instant.
Please acoept my thanks for your
promises of information, etc., to be
sent; in return, I beg to assure you
What you will be kept informed of ev-
-erything of moment affecting the Pa-
•docale
Men and °favors were very much
interested in the circulars sent by the
Conxnercial and Manufactirrens' As-
anciation, wiiich were published in the
Ship's Bultetin Boanis I have asked
the secretary for a further supply
Which we will send to our homes,
thus carrying the fame of the two
Paducah's a* over the leo&
I have not yet received the copies
of daily paper), containing my letter
as mentioned by you as •having been
Anthing you may send will
be gratefully appreciated.
Whether the Paducah will be al-
lowed to visit Paducah will eventu-
ally rest with the navy department.
There is, of course, but one desire in
that respect on board. For the pres-
ent and for some months to conic
•there is much work to be done to
make the vessel' fit in every respect
I credit to the name anti to the de-
partment Weeks of dna*, of target
practice, of storming trials and of
conscientious labor on the part of
her personnel will adhicee this.
When the ship returns to the New
York navy yard about Nov. to We
will already have felt the effects of
our short cruise in training and in bet
tar knowledge of our equipment. Our
larger guns will be put on board and
improvements made in many email
ways as suggested by our experience.
Before December 31 a final * bouts'
acceptance trial conducted by the
board of inspection and survey which
comes on from Weshisgton, must be
held. If satisfactory in all respects
the contractors are finaliy released
and the yew4 accepted by the govern
men t.
I need hardly assure you that it
wiauld give us all the greatest satis-
faction to be able to show at any
time here or elsewhere the ship and
her fittings to you or to any citizen
of Paducah. Very respectfully.
A. G. WINTERHALTA,
Comm/Kier, U. S. N., Commanding.
LAUNCH FACTORY
NOTHING DOING NOW ON AC-
COUNT OF ILLNESS OF
MR. WDONALD.
'Sheriff Potter Advertises Sale of the
Poage Clothing Stock for Nov.
6th—Newspaper Sold.
There is nothing doing at present
in the neattee of establieting here a
branch of the factory operated up
North by Mir S. P. McDonald, who
manufactures launcher of the steam,
naptha.; gasoline and other character.
The reason nothiag is progressing in
this connection is because Aft. Mc-
Donald is stilt confined to hroom
• 4 in the-New Richmond hotd with the
attack of melaria) fever that has kept
him abed for the past ten days or
two weeks. Just ae soon a, he is
able to get up the knot capitatists be-
'coming interested with bins will re-
sume consideration of the project in
the hope of accoanplishing something
definite regarding locating the branch
factory here.
Sell Clothing House.
Sheriff Lee Potter yesterday began
advertising the oak to be conducted
for disposal of the clothing stock of
W. K. Poage, who was closed up n
axing unable to pay off the $5,4,33judgment granted against him in far-
-or of the Robert Wicks company, of
s Chicago, for nioney due onn tes he
" executed in payment fr clothing Mr.
Poore bought of the outsider. The
sheriff has set at noon on November
eith as the time he vel l. sell the stock
to the highest bidder at the door, of
the county court house.
4‘
Niewspaper Sold.
Mr. Perry Meloan, proprietor of
the Hazel, Ky., newspaper, arrived in
the city lase evening at 8:3o o'clock
and left this morning at I no o'clock
for Henderson, Ky., on business. Sev
wall dine ago Editor afeloan sole bii
Hard newspaper to Chester and Trim
Singleton, of that city, but retain. an
interest in the publieation. He sold
the paper in order to enter other
• ,e
HOURS CHANGED 1 SCHOOL BUILDING
LIEUTENANT AND CAPTAIN
OF POLICE CHANGE THEIR
WATCHES.
The Patrolmen Continue Corning on
at Noon and Remaining Until
Midnight, When Relieved.
Chief Jamie Collins has changed
the hours for the captain and lieuten-
ant of the police force at the city
hall.heactquarters, and now the lieu-
tenant comes on duty at 6 o'clock in
the morning and remains until Hat
hour in the ,evening, when the acting
captain oornes on and remains until
6 o'clock in the morning.
For the pest few years the captain
has been coming on at noon each
day and remaining mita midnight, his
shift of men coming on and going
off when he did. The lieutenant then
came on at midnight as did his shift
of patrolmen, and remaining until
noon the next day. For the peat week
though, the lieutenant has been com-
ing on at 6 o'clock in the morning
and remaining until the same hour
that evening, when the acting captain
relieves him and remains on all night.
Patrolmen James Potter is acting as
captain while Captain Jr.e Wood is
confined at Riverside hospital. with
the wound inflicted in his side by
John Hobson when the latter stabbed
him last week.
Notwithatarsding the captain and
lieutenant have changed their hours
around some, the patrolmen continue
coming on at noon and remaining un-
til midnight, when the other shift
comes on and stay, until noon the fol
lowing day.
CONDITIONS AT PANAMA.
Discussed in Letter by One of Board
of Consulting Engineers.
Washington, Oct .25.—Mr. Ishism
Randolph, one of the meinbers of the
board of oornsultiog engineers for the
Panama castali ins written a letter to
Zina R. Caster, pesident of the sans
itary district of Cilicago, in which he
decuseed canal comfitione. The Iseh-
mien canal oommission made the let-
ter public today.
M. Randolph says he expects the
canal to be ccenpleted before 1915.
The work of preparation, he says, is
going on speedily, and when the
equipment is on hand and the organ-
ization perfeeted at least 24,000 men
will be required on the canal. Much
of the present tabor is worthies, be-
cause die demand is krger than the
supply. The application of the eight-
hour ',item to the canal he veranda
as a lamentable mistake, and wall acid
about 25 pa cent to the cost of labor.
Randoiph says the line
is "clattered up with abandoned
French assichinerys" whieh cost ;on-
000,000, and is now valueless.
How to Be Seclusive.
(St. Louis Globe-Democrat.)
Perhaps the greatest drawback to
the establishment of an aristocracy
in America, aside from the absence of
a hereeStary nobility. has been the
comparative ease with 'sottish the
poor could emulate the manner*, cus-
tom+ and "styles" at the rice. It
seemed impossible to establish any
form of entertainment or any style
of starrrienture that the common peo-
ple, aided and abeted by enterprising
manufacturers, couid not copy. on •
cheap scale, naturally, but sufficient-
ly like the original to break down
castinction. But at last our moneyeck
aristocrats have 
k 
d a way to cir-
comerent their rteo-do imitat?rs,
and, strange to say, money is not the
means eingoloyeed. A very simple
formula solved the problem. Tt is
this—make everything that is fashion-
able exceedingly uncomfortable. The
poor will not dare follow, for they
lave their ease. The fashionable set
of New York has taken to early ris-
ing, getting up to attend functions at
5 o'clock in the mornings The com-
mon people absolutely reinse to be
tmeomfortatik. Sc' tire line is finally
drawn and so long as the fashionatae
set is content to mortify the flesh it
May be exolusive.
INSANE MAN KILLS FATHER.
Lonieville, Ky., Oct. 25—John
Gooch, as years old, living in Pulaski
county, went to a store in his neigh-
borhood and purchase a double-bar-
reled shotgun. Going home he went
to the'harn, where his aged father
was at work and emptied both barrels
into his body, killing him instantly.
The young man had been in the in-
sane asylum, but was dieniseed as
cored, The deed wa douatlese com-
mitted in a period of abeiration.
VERDICT OF ACQUITTAL. '
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 25.—Police-
men Walter Herron and William Brit
ton, who kiied the Hon. Sans Black,
member of the legistature, arid Wal-
ter Scott, a saloonkeeper, in a four-
cornered fight on August to, last,
were tried in the circuit court at Har-
rodsburg, and the jury brought in. a
verdict of acquittal. Th.e trial had
been in progress several dews
Hon, W. J Bryan 'poke in Tokio,
Japan, Sunday to an audierice of 12,-
000 people. His !subject was "The
Prince of Peace," and the effort Was
more of a lay eernion than a speech.
He received rapt ettentiote
THAT FOR MISS • COlolPTON
WILL BE FINISHED IN A
FEW DAYS.
All but the Robertson Girl Will Have
to Remain Out of School Until
After Holidays.
The new school building being
erected beside the George Langstaff,
Jr., home on Kentucky avenue mar
Seventh street, will be completed by
Saturday, and if possible fitted up for
use by next week by Miss Alice Comp
ton, Who hae it leased, it being es-
pecialy constructed for that purpose
ay Mrs. Ell:midge Palmer.
• Tune Set by Superintendent.
Supt. Licb, of -the city public
schools, said yesterday that the had
set the time limit at six weeks at
which there could return to school
children who have been uI with scar-
let fever, and those exposed doily to
the disease in their respective fami-
lies. The little Robertson girl has
been out of school for about that
length of time and will shortly return
to herr Misdate but the remainder of
those having had the ailment will not
be permitted to come back until after
the bolidaye. This precautionary
measure is adopted in order to pre-
vent any more cases breaking out
from exposure.
Works Al Right
The gas connections in the high
school laboratory are working all
right now, and the apparatus being
used every day by the children and
profesisors for their scientific studies.
Another Teacher Resigned.
Yesterday Mies Happy Newell
placed her resignation in the hands
of aecretery Pitcher, of the city
school board, same to become effec-
tive at the end of this month She
has been teaching the eighth grade
at the Washington building on West
Broadway for severs/ years and is
one of the mord able instructors ever
connected with the educational depart
merst of Paducah.
Between now and the la* of the
month the board will procure a suc-
cessor to take her phre. The trus-
tees are having a hard time getting
teachers now, as all the available
ones have been employed, and; when
vacancie soccur they have to go out-
side the city to secure others. Only
• few days ago Ms Edna Barnett
resigned said it took ten days or two
weeks to get a fincOONSOf to take her
piece.
Miss Newell has jug decided to re-
tire from the service, end tier resigna-
tion is a distinct blow to the schools
as she is a very learned and highly
educated young lady dearly beloved
by her pupils.
Eating carrots to reduce the flesh
seems like a pretty heroic measure,
but like everything else, it might be
worse; it might be parsnips or ter-
nips or prunes.
WILL RESIST
THEREFORE IT WILL TAKE
MORE THAN MORAL
SUASION
To Make Turkey Submit to Foreign
Control of Macedonia's
Finances.
Coostantinopie, Oct. 25.—Stirred by
the banking rivalries of the Western
power . Turkey has declared in effect
that it is willing to perish rather than
surrender to Christians its sovereign
right to control the finances of Mace-
donia.
Current threats of a naval demon-
stration under British leacienthip to
compel a change of attitude in this
respect apparently causes no concern
at the Yildiz kiosk.
Foreign diplomats in Constantino-
ple adinit that the 'issue is now at a
crucial stage, and confess that they
are at a loss to find a way out. The
attitude of Gorioesey is all important.
The correspoodent is informed that
Germany will work in harmony with
the other powers ale long as nothing
more than moral pressure is applied,
but that it will witletraw the moment
it is asked to participate in any act
of coercion. Its frieniikip for the sul-
tan and its commercial interests in
Turkey demand thief course, accord-
ing to Germany's representatives.
Not wishing to remain entirely
apart from the other nations, how-
ever, the lc-osier is to intervene alone
to persuade the sultan to accept . a
midge; viveadi. At the same time he
will attempt to get the powers to
agree to such an arrangement. This
it is believed, they will be glad to do.
Thus the kaiser is likely to curry the
fresh grattitude of the sultan and
strengthen still further his position in
Turkey to the detriment of the rest
of Europe. —
WANTED—Shell Bark Hickory
Nuts. M. Livingston & Co. 115-117
North First *feet
%ascribe for THE RECRSTDR.
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-dateland:wellfstocked hardware de-
partment for our establishment, and are; carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools.fiWire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal togthat carried by the
lea.ding houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, 4Indlion a basis with lead-
in.ghouses, we are in position to give thelbest forrthe least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
U. Rebkopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky.
HAD PRESS AGENT
Mutual Life Found it Nec-
essary to "Fix" Press.
PRESIDENT TALKING
OF NEW DEPARTURE.
Fatal Riots in Chile—Safe Blowers'
Good Haul—Woman Has
Hydrophobia.
CANADIAN CLAIMS SAM
PATCH IS A STOLEN HORSE.
New York, Oct. 25—Charles J.
Smith, who said he was a press agent
in the employ of the Mutual Life In-
surance company, testified before the
legialitive life insurance investigating
ccmsnittee Monday, that his duties
were to counteract the injury done to
the Mutual life Insurance company
for the publication of new etories. He
said his salary is $8,000 and that he
paid jt a hoe for dimatchee sent by
the telegraphic new" bureau. He
showed a clipping from the Wilming-
ton, Del., News, of a dispatch which
he had sent out and welch he said
cost the Mutual Life Insurance com-
pany $5,000 to disseminate. It dealt
with the testimony of Frederick
Cromwell, treasurer of the Mutual
Life before the investigating commit-
tee.
Insular Affairs Department.
Washington, IX C., Oct. 25.—It is
probable that the president will rec-
ommend to congress, in his next mes-
sage, the astabliebrnent of a depart-
ment of the goverament, to be known
as the dlepartment of Insular affair*.
Ever since the Spanish-American war
the importance of the bureau of in-
svlar affairs has been growing, and
with the Phiapperses, Puerto Rico
and the Panama name on its hands,
the government finids keelf in noted
of a new administrative officer, and
to get him it will probably be neces-
sary to ask congress to establish an-
other department, which would take
the cancil and the insular pOSeoP!MF10196
off of the hands- of the war depart-
ment.
Fifty Killed in Riots.
Santiago, Chile, Oct. 25.—About
fifty persons were killed and 500
wounded during some rioting here.
The disturbances were mused by the
opposition of the people to the import
tax on Argentine cattle.
The people of Santiago in the riot
witnessed the most shameful occur-
rences in the city's existence. Almost
everything which could be ciestroyed
was wrecked including the city lamps,
public seats, ntrintiment9 and wins
dows everywbere. Several hundred
arrests have been mask.
The prows criticises the govern-
ment and the local authorities for
lack of energy in preventing the dis-
order.
Prominent Specialist Dies.
Philadelphia, Oct. 25.—Dr. J. How-
ard Taylor, proreinent ae a specialist
on OleTTOt19 diseases, died at his home
here of senile debility, aged eighty
years. He fell on the sidewalk sev-
eral weeks ago and never futy recov-
ered from the shock.
Safe Blower* in Indiana.
Ridgeville, Ind., Ott. 25.—Between
and a o'clock Monday morning sev-
en robbers blew open the safe in the
Ridgeville State bank and. escaped
with about $6,000. The explosion
aroused Cashier Branson who hur-
ried to the bank in time to receive
a but in the ankle. Before going
to the bank the robber, met the town
watchman, overpowered and bound
and gagged him. There is no clew.
Results From Illicit Love.
Washington, Oct. 25.—Mary Fran-
ces Scheithn, aged thirty-five, the
wife of Rudolph B. Scheitlin, an eke-
trician at the navy yard, anti William
Botomy, aged thirty-eight, were
found dead by the womares husband
in the fro* room of the Scheitlin
home. A revolver from which three
shots had been fired Was on the floor.
Two shots hit the woman and the
third the man. The discovery was
made when the Ivosiband returnied
from work. The police believe that
Botomy first ehot the woman and
then himself. Beltomy had visited
the house several) time's recently, but
had been warned by the husband to
stay away. Scheitlin says he saw his
wife last six dere ago, when she left
him afte ra visit from Botomy.
Says Patch Was Stolen.
Toronto, Ont., Oct 25.—John
Thompson., of Port Arthur, Ono, on
Saturday came 850 miles to see Dan
Patch perform here He has waited
on the police audirate& and today
interviewed Premier Whitney, attor-
ney general of the province, in an ef-
fort to get a warrant which would
permit him to exasniae Dan Patch
for certain distinguishing marks,
which he claims wilt prove Dan Patch
is the trotting horse Arran, which
was stolen from him under sensation-
al circumstances nine years ago.
Thompson has American Trotting As
sociation register neetificates of Ar-
rin, be. h., fatties) in 1890, by Red
Mack—Jenny Middleton. In the fall
of 1896, after Art-in had won, all be-
fore Nem in Ontanio meetings, he Mac
ed Artin in care of W. B. Ketcham
and one McDonald for training at
Bradford, thirty miles from Toronto.
On New Year's Eve the stabke were
burned. It was chimed Arrin was
destroyed, but afterwards other arti-
cles claimed to have been burned
were discovered to have been sokt
Thompson stars he never saw Ketch-
am again. Thompson sew Dan Patch
pare Saturday, "If it meant eternitf'
to me," he says, "I could swear Dan
Patch is Arrin."
Woman Has Hydrophobia.
Chicago, Oct. 25.—Apparently suf-
fering from rabies when she was bit-
ten by a dog thirteen years ago,
Amanda Jones, aged 27, was taken
from her home to a hospital yester-
day. The patient, when to years old,
was bitten on both hands by a dog,
but the wounds were cauterized and
no iH effects appeared until last June,
when -0* soddenly developed all the
usual symptoms of hydrophobia and
became violent. The physicians are
inclined to believe that the disease
is a kind of epileptic hysteria, itself
of rare occurrence.
GO to Visit Pope.
Rome, Oct. 25.—About fifty Catho-
lic sailors from the United States
cruiser Minneapolis, now at Naples,
accompanied by two officer, and the
Catfhoee chaplain of the vessel, ar-
rives) here today, expecting to be re-
ceived by, the pope. Ambassador
White will receive them at the em-bassy this afternoon
WIFE WHIPPER.
Will Greek Ftned and Then Put Un-
der Bond to Keep Peace.
--
Yest•erckay morning in the police
court Judge Sanders fined Will
Greek $to for whipping his wife, and
then put him under a $zoo bond to
keep the peace towards Mrs. Greek
for a period of twelve months. Greek
is the saloonkeeper of lower Court
street.
Eenest Orment was fined $ro for
having trouble with his stepmother.
WiN Chadiress was arraigned on the
itharge of maliciottelo cutting John
Griffin and the case left open after
Much testimony was heard. The war-
rant charging Griffin and Childress;
with a *each of the peace was left
open also.
BY NO MEANS YET SETTLED.
Whether Norway Will Choose a King
or Become a Republic.
Berlin, Oct. o5.—Reports current in
Berlin diplomatic circles indicate
that the question of the future occu-
pant of the Norwegian throne is not
proceeding as smoothly towards. a
setiernent as 'has been believed.
The improved chances of a repub-
lican Norway are said to cause gen-
eral satisfaction in Sweden, where
the Danish prince's candidacy is
viewed with suspicion. Swedes re-
member' the hostility of Norway and -
Denmark when those countries were
united in bygone times.
The Swedish royal house favors a
Danish prince, fearing the infeetiian
sbould Norway become a republic.
King Oscar has incurred the criticism
of the conservatives, who point out
that the dynasty's interests conflict
with those of the- country. Swedish
royalist feelings, so enthusiastically
demonstrated at the time of King
Oscar's dethronement by Norway,
now. appear to be supplanted in a
measure by resentmeent towards the
dynasty, ovehich is held responsible
for the dissolution of the union.
King Oscar is said to be much
grieved over the changed feeling to-
ward the royal family and in conse-
quence is cheerfully abstaining from
work for a Danish ruler in Norway.
It is said that he will not give an
encouraging answer to King Chris-
tian's expected query as to whether
the candidary of Prince Charles of
Denimark is acceptable to Sweden.
SUFFER 24•ANY CALAMITIES
Philippines Have Suffereed as Neveer
Before, Says Senator Newlanda.
San Franciscio, Oct. 25.—United
States Senoras Newlands of Nevada,
who has just returned. from a visit to
the Orient, has made a statement re-
garding changes in the Philistine* in
volich he says:
"The PhiSppines are passing
dirotsgb a depression perhaps un-
equaled in their, experience, caused by
a succession of catamities—the war,
the riderpest, which destroyed their
caribao, the etnia, which destroyed
their horses and mules; the cholera,
the locusts and the typboons. The
islets* are not prioeperous and the
revenue is not sufficient to accom-
plish what the government has set
out to do.
'The sugar and tobacco interests
are .languishing. The sugar industry
is suffering because of the calamities
I have mentioned atoll because of the
primitive methods of ixxlvction. Our
tariff dioty on raw sugar, vehieh is
nearly too per cent, has doubled the
price of sugar to the consumers. The
Philippines people can only get $6o
per ton for their sugar in the world's
market, but in our markets, with the
duty off, they can get $75 per ton. 19
it best for us to subsidize the Filipino
planter, by giving them this extra
price at the American taxpayers' ex-
pense, or vonitskl it be better to aid
them in securing, through avicul-
ture., banks or otherwise, the means
of reforming their methods as to en-
able them to accept the world's price?
The commission is fully capable at
carrying out die latter policy."
The eitpreme court of the United
Stoner has aet for January ad next
the caw of the Security Mutual Life
Insurance company of Bingliampton,
N. Y., against the state of Kentucky,
which case will test -and involves the
legality of the insurance laws of Ken-
tucky.
The biggest cannon ball ever made
weighed 2.600 pounds and was manu-
factured at the Krupp works at Es-
sen, Germany, for Russia. The gun
to fire it is naturally also the largest
in the world. It is at Contend*.
Each shot fired from it costs $t000.
WANTED—Shell Bark Hickory
Nuta M. Livingston & Co., 115-110
North First street,
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for Grover Cleveland for paesident,
though under most circumstances he
hoe voted the republican ticket.
In Philadelphia, Charles Emory
Smith, a former member of the cab-
inet, a Man )Who has held high diplo-
matic station, the editor of one the
rem:Refired republican otgans of the
country, is giving all possible eidetic,
the movement against the Padel-
ohia machine. Elliot Root, secretary
of state in Mr. Roosievelne cabipet,
has publicly expressed himself in.-op-
position tiaethe regular republican or-
ganization in Philadelphia. Secretary
Taft, in a speech at Akron on Satur-
day, defending Govan:iv ic k
against the charge of collusion with
the Cox machine in Cincinnati, de-
dared that if he. voted in Cincinnati
this year he would vote for the regus
tar state ticket of his party. but
arsrainst the republican ticket in local
affairs.
Rarely, if ever, have men eitipying
high places in the Ooverrnent had
the boldness to declare themselves in
opposition to the regular organiza-
tion of their party. There i., perlicps‘
more political independence in the
cabinet today than ever before. While
M. Roosevelt hes usually been reg-
ular, he has not hesitated to antag-
onize the regular party organization.
He has endleayored to break the force
of public patage in contreause
polities. The federal offices are still
used by politicians to advance their
inclivieual interests, but M. Roose-
reit has undoubtedly made an honest
effort to break up such practices. To
sone extent he has succeeded.
It is a hopeful sign when men whb
hold office, who are in official posi-
tion as party men, do not 'hesitate to
repudiate the regular organization
when in their judgment it no kniger
'represents good goivertrnient. The
examok of Secretary Taft is a par-
ticultarly notable one. He (Stares to
arraign the Cox inechine in the most
severe teems. Notwithstanding he is
Woke& upon as an aspirant for the
presidency, he boldy deviates that he
will not support the Cox ticket,
though he recognizes it as the regu-
lar republican ticket for Cincinnati
and Hasnikon county.
The party organization is a neces-
sary feature of our political ooterie
and .wten we considee the bold the
party has had upon the people it is
remarkable that its abuse° have oot
been greater. We can hardly expect
anydring else but the control .of the
party by purely selfish interests as
long as the people who compose it,
or as long as the representative men
of the party, are so cowardly as to
swallow anything and everything
that bears the perti name
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The Viva Voce Vote.
There has been many inquiries as
to the manner of voting on the con-
stitutional amendment to provide fbr
a return to the viva voce system of
voting. The question will be: "Are
you in faeor of the following propoo
eil auiendment to the constitution?"
A vote "Yes" will be recorded in fa-
vor of the amendment and a vote
"No" will be recorded against it. The
amendment to be voted on follows:
Are you in favor of the following
proposed amendment to the constitu-
tion?
Section 1447. The general eseem-
bly shall provide by law for the reg-
istration of all persons emitted to
vote in cities and townri having a pop
'dation of five thousand or more; and
may provide by genend law for the
registration of other voters in the
state. When registration is required,
only persons registered shall have the
right to vote. The mode of regitra-
tion shall be prescribed by the gener-
al assembly. In all elections by per-
sons in a representative capacity, the
voting shall be by viva yore and
made a matter of record, and all elec-
tions by the people shah ato be by
viva vote and be made a matter of
teublic record by the officers of elec-
eon, &cording to the direction of the
vote, The word "elections" in this
section includes the decision of ques-
tions submitted to the voters., as well
as the choice of officers by them. The
first gmeral assembly held after the
adoption of this amendment shall
pass all necessary laws to enforce this
provision.
Yes 
No 
The members of the party who re-
cently went junketing to the Philip-
pine islands with Secretary Taft are
having much to say relative to the
;eland, since their return home. It
was generally thought that this trip
would result in the members of the
party :returning filled with praise of
the ishands arrd improved feeling for
the inhabitants thereof, but the con-
trary is the ca e. Not a mien of the
partr other than Secretary Taft, to
"horn the islands and their people
were riot, unknown, has the least
prahe for the islands and Filipinos.
They with one voice speak in any
other than complimentary terms of
the it hods and the natives, even that
conservative statesman Senator Du-
Bois saying it was a matter of sor-
row to all of the visitor!, except Mr.
Taft that the United States owned
the idands and had to oouae in con-
tact with the natives. Mir. DuBois
PS quoted, as, saying that "They (the
islands and the natives) are going to
be a source of very-eserioutt trouble
to to. The Filipinos hate us; the two
peoples are growing father apart ev-
ery thy. In my judgment the Filip-
ino fears our soldiers at the same
time that he is nursing his hatred.
Our education is calculated to equip
them to hate us more than they fear
of, and some day they will again be-
gin to shoot our soldiers."
The result of the election in Obis
next month is causing the republicans
some uneasiness. The fight is Not
soon old political linos, though party
nominations were made, and the diem
ocrats having been wise enough to
got intio the fight on state issues tied
for many needed reforms seem to
have 'he beret of the outlook rattwitti-
standing the republican majority in
the state has been Itire for a number
of years. The coletese within the
state is Ohiefly hettiveen Herack and
Pattistons the gubernatorial nominees.
Herrick, who is the present gtevernor,
stands in: had repute tem within his
own party, having antagonized some
very formidable temperance element
of the skate against him, Pattison,
his democratic opponent, is making a
vigorous cauvass, and Incongruous as
it may appear, as the leader of a par-
ty which has been persistently and
traditionally opposed to sumptuary
legislation, he is :supported by the
temperance people, whose inembers
and influence have largely increased
in the state.
The states if not congress must
take action on the insurance question
as developed by the investigation go-
ing on in New York at present. The
revelations made by the investigation
:have shown that cheaper insurance is
entirely consistent with a profitable
conduct of the business ill high toter-
les, graft and extravagance be elim-
inated. There is therefore strong
popular insistence on- cheaper insur-
ance and a demand for something
tending to thi end is going to be
made by the people and will have to
be met sooner or later. Of course
the insurance companies will fail to
do the right thing unless wise enough
to see the inevitable and be prompt to
take advantage of an opportunity to
win public favor. So tht legislatures
will have to take the initative. The
relief of the people must come in legs'
islatiori and if not at the 'hands of
congress then at the hands of the re-
spective state legislatures. That it
will come there is no reason to doubt.
The president virtually doses his
tour of the South fockty. This even-
ing he expects to leave New Orleans
by steamer for Washington via the
Gulf and the Atlantic. His trip has
seen one continuous ovation and a
mutual benefit to himself and the peo-
ple visited, no doubt. It always does
a man good to get away from home
and mingle -.vih the: people, be he
stationed high or low in lih, and the
president's Southern trip, which has
placed him close to a people he no
doubt knows better now than ever
before, ha going to bear fruit, personal
and national, without doubt.
A new government department to
look after insular affairs is declared a
probable suggestion by the president
in his coining message. The depart-
ment would mean a new cabinet po-
sition and though suggested to look
after certain proposals and to relieve
particularly the war department -if
once created it would become a
permanency. It is pretty safe to say
that if the president asks for the de-
partment it will be created.
H. Clay Evans promises to gratify
'the republicans of Tennessee and be-
come a candidate for governor. Mr.
Evans lives in Chaetanooga and is
among Tennessee's leading citizens.
Ile is an ex-commissionefol pensions
and an ex-conul general to England.
The 'strike of the railroaders of
Russia promises to create the nearest
approach to a revolution that country
has seen for yearn The conditions
are already alarming.
It is up to the powers to force
Turkey is the Macedonia matter. The
sultan emphatically says he won't do
as ordered. Now do your do, Messrs.
Powers.
The independent voter h going to
cut much figure in the centeet of
next month. He has the controlling
power and he is going to exercise it,
toss.
The decency, honesty and reisbecta-
bility of all sections are with those
cities which are fighting to rout the
machine fractions in control.
The bank wreckers and the bank
robbers continue to vie with each
other.
It is still a question whether Nor-
way will have a kilos or a president.
Independence in Pelitica.
(Lexingtoe Ilerahli)
The most striking feature of the
ipending off year campaign is the
disposition to ilieregard party tines.
Party prejudice, though still power-
ful, is losing much of its force. Men
are less inclined to be whipped into
support of objectionable eandidatee
merely because they are the reotsiarl doll*. Ils ehe fact
nionrinees of the partyetb which theyitime of it rivals
have been attached. glare of publicity,
In New York Mr. Jelierne tit run- ly to te fasnotten
fling as an indepeartent, and though
be seem, aleneht certain to be defeat-
ed Its is making a campaign that will
do meth for pelltticill independ- Ere
Hearst is leading a formidable bolt
from the former democratic organi-
zation. The republicane have named into esee si *e box. ballate
as their candidate for mayor a man las be thrown ovesboard hnt -the
who dates not hesitate to say lie voted old prIndple reenairse at the wheel.
WHAT ARE WE GOING
TO DO ABOUT IT?
(Lexington Herald.)
The whole country has read lig,
Lawson expose of high finance. The
people are Wiser than whet.' tawson
began to write. Many things are
known which had only been sapect-
eci and hinted at by persons frequent-
ly denounced as dangerous agitators.
The public was regaled for six
months with the scandals oi the &lot
able Life Assurance Society. Mr.
Hughes and tf.e New York legislative
committee have exposed the prevail-
ing methods of financiers in their re-
lations with the business of life insur-
ance. Mies Tarbell hie analyzed the
character of John D. Rockefeller, and
revived interest in the almost forgot-
ten outrages through which the first
great trust was brought Into exist-
ence. Mr. Roosevelt leas declared
vow on graft in all its format He has
outlined a comprehensive program
for curbing the greed of our modern
commercialism. He is preaching the
doctrine of a square deal in politics
and business. Some violators of the
law have been prosecuted. Other
cases against big criminals are pend-
ing. United States senators and rep-
resentatives have been indicted and
convicted for abuse oh a public trust
for private gain.
But what is to be the end? Do we
behold merely a spasmodic sputtering
of an indignation that follow* the
woilk of agitators? Or does the coun-
try fully comprehend the magnitude
and seriousness of the problems of
which these things are surface indica-
tions Are win weedy to take up these
questions, conscientiously, intelligent-
ly end couregeousey, ignoring no
facts, dodging no conclusions, seek-
ing only the truth, and desiring only
justice to all men?
They far tangible results are mea-
ger. An upheaval in Missouri has
left FolV riding the high waves.
Whetter he will be able to mere airy-
thief; of conaemenre from the wreck
of fhtiewounee political integrity only
the &thee can determine. A municipal
oweership victory in Chicago has not
yet seriousty tenterferred with private
contred of public service operations.
Jerome- is all that its left of a re-
form wars in New York, and the he-
roic fro& he it now rnalcing seems
doomall to certain disaster. The
Equitable is sawirer wood and saying
deafer/1 Iludivi greet satiallactiOn, no
that is is sow the
to oho,: in- the
lvEntullizatiels is like
. Do not the Mc-
Curdy* mut IV well. control great
"mirfolir itteursode companies? The
squall III the insurance world has
vrrellka some imputations, but there
is ret tis itingthle evidence of a radi-
cal *kerne is methods. Mr. Ryta
-t#
is
ve•4
4
14WiN not. the same result follow the1. '
oohing by 1-fugheta?
Will not the people aOo freest all
this agitation ebout the oil trust 'and
Rockefeller? Will no the hots of
popeslar indignation dicited by Miss - (Continued from First, Page.)
Tarbell soon burn out unless, some- ---h--
body supplies new material for the rith difficulty, -o great was the
flames? More than ten years ago Hen
ry Demarest Lloyd wrote a book that
was potential for revolution. The title
was "Wealth Against Commons
wealth." It was as merciless an eft-
pose of Standard Oil methods as shy
thing Miss Tarbell has, written. If
the statements it contains are half
true, and if the truth could letv been
placed before the honest and intelli-
gent voters of this country in a cone
nincing manner, there never would
have been any occasion for Miss Tar=
bell's work. The Standard Oil and
everything and everybody would
have been utterly destroyednuoless
we are a nation of morel and etrysical
cowards. But perhaps riot one in ten
of the average American voters knows
there li such a book. Mr. Uoyd was
one of those frank individuals who at
that time were known ,as diang5rous
agitators. Miss Tarbell is a profes-
sional historian who halt learned her
trade at the very source ot philoso-
phical historical research. Mr. Lloyd's
publisher, compared to the McClures,
was a novice in the art of publicity.
There is a chance that Ws Tarbell's
history of the trust will not be for-
gotten ten years hence.
In the next session of congress
there Will be a tug of war. We shall
then see something of the depth or
shallowness of public sentiment on
the great industriai problem We shall
be able to judge with more accuracy
whether the country has reality been
impressed and the vast amount of
talking and writing and the shocking
revelations of the past year. This
session of congrees will be a crucial
test for the American people as well
as for the Roosevelt administration.
•
GRAVES COUNTY MAN
HURT BY A HORSE
Fell From a Hack Beneath the Heels
of Frightened Animals.
Mayfield, Ky., Oct. 25.—Last even-
ing while returning from Murray,
where he had been to sell notions
on the street, H. P. Farris the auc-
tioneer met with a serious accident
near Farmington. When near the
school house this side of the above
named place, the team, a pair of
western poniet, driven to a hack by
Charley Simmons, suddenly lurched
to one side and threw the front
wheels of the vehicle into a deep nit
throwing Mr. Fanis forward to the
ground and under the feet of the
tire,..horses. This frightened the ani-
mals and they began eslick. As a
result the face of the gentleman is
terribly lacerated, the left eye be-
ing badly boiled and swollen and
his cheeks, nose and mouth almost
kicked into a jelly, besides a badly
sprained k-fe wrist. Had not some
one paned him Worn under the hoofs
of the animals he would likely hew
been kicked to death. The wound's,
vetith quite painful and of a serious
nature, are not Warty to prove of
serious consequence and may or may
not disfigure the gentleman, but his
escape was miraculous.
He was brought hrirne about 9
o'clock loot evening and was attend-
ed by DR John L. Disrookes, Jr.. and
is resting reasonably well today.
SWEDEN NOW HAS NEW FLAG.
Stockholm, Oct. 25.—Popular feel-
ing in this country against Denmark
is growing in intensity. The comic-
twin is wide-spread that the activity
of the court at Copenhagen on behalf
of Prince Chocks' caminiary tor the'
throne of Norway is dietiroctly anti-
Swedish. pare*, goods have been
boycotted At Southern Sweden.
The first official acknowledgement
of the dissolution of the union with
Norway was made today, when Swe-
den's new flag, a yellow cross on a
blue field, was displayed on the pub-
lic buildings.
Passed Through Here.
Cairo parties who came here a
night or two ago looking for Ben
Vineent bait yesterday on learning
that he was here a few days ago, but
departed for other points. He is the
agent for the Panama Inwrigration
companyi, and is charged with embez-
zling funds while located at Cairo by
the shoo n. The Egyptian city pm,
suers. were here in conference with
thei local authorities, but their men
lad gone before they could nab hints,
Cutting Match.
Mlarirm Lucas and Alfred Hale,
cokired. got into an argument out
about Ninth and Washingtosi streets
last night over a game of card*
when Lucite pulled his knife and tried
to cut Hale, but failed as regards
'touching the akin, while he did slash
Htale's coat in several different
places. Officers Alexander and Goo-
einx arrested theft.
Smoker Tomoarow Night.
Tomorrow evening at the Red
Mlen's meeting a smoker will be
given by the members.
Great Ss/citizen Lewis Betiout of
Red Mien for ICentuctry, has received
word from the supreme council erf the
I United States that the law the Ken-tock7 hellge adopted for establishinga widow's and orphan's borne is
noconstifutionat, sad the home cal
not be inaugurated.
.,
crush. Tie president seemed pleased
with the cordiality of his: reception.
The pithy traversed. Tenth street
to the clite park, which NIP 3 reached
at noon. An iminepse tlers,mg of pro
plc hod gathered about "the stand,
which was decorated in the national
colort. Tile meeting was presided
over by Hon. Geo. W. Rogers, presi-
dent of the Little Rock board of
trade. The pro..dent was welcomed
to the State acct city by Gov. Davis
and Jedge Treiber in appropriate ad-
dr essest
When the president stepped for-
ward to re %pond he was again greet-
ed warmly.
President Is Determined.
((airo Bulletin.)
Notwithstanding -the opposition of
some of the republican congressmen
and senators, M. Roosevek is deter-
mined to press the matter of regula-
tion of railroad rates in his annual
message. He is honest in his belief
that this has grown to be a necessity,
and when the president readies that
stage he is nee easily moved.
It is probable that the president
can get his treasure through the
house, although it in understood that
Speaker Cannon is opposed to the
same, but it will Meet its Waterloo in
the senate. That is for the reason
that that body is wedded tothe trusts
and the combines at which rate regu-
lation woukf strike a blow .
at is said that Senator Etecine and
Aldrich are engaged in preparing a
bili, but no one presumes to believe
that it will be anything like what the
president wishes.
These two astute tools of t.,e cor-
potations, realize that the time has
come when something must be done,
and they will prepare something that
will look like reform in this matter
While reek in the interest of the
railroads.
The president believes that the
question can be settled only by giv-
ing the interstate commerce commis-
sion increased power in the way of
fixing rate, where the same are
shown to be unjust. This is at the
bottom of his plan and it is this to
which the railroads are objecting.
loderni that Aldrich and Elkins
would report verauld have anything of
that character in its provision.
The president will have the satis-
fdetion of knowing that behind him
stand the Ve24 masses of the people,
regardless of party. He can better
afford to be defeated on this measure
than not to take it up, and we be-
lieve that he realizes this.
Let the metter be decided, and
then the peopte place the responsibil-
ity oliere it belongs
The Trailing Skirt.
The reign of the short skit prom-
ises to be more brief than universals
judging from tie fashion reports.
Tbe short skirt which is not too
shot is far more sensible than the
long skirt which has nothing, certain
ly not beauty, to contend it, and
which is supported only by custom
and usage. The Chicago News takes
an utilitarian view of the subject
when it remarks, that "the long skirt
which the women are to wear tin:
winter nay not be sanitary. but they
with assist in the movement for
cleaner sidewalks. The Boston
Transeript oetzes upon this obeerva-
fon to make a moutinet and under-
cut after this wicked fashion: "Far
be it from Boston to corntbat this
veiled thrust at common sense. We
know too' tenets; only while women
1 3a natty shoe* and even the ta-
(metre-ark stockings to steno
thee will not deem it worth their,
while to :clean the sidewalks with
trailing skirts. A clots of anaggled.
sloppy females will always prefer tin-
neatness. It is not because they eon-
eider long skirts 'stylish,' but because
they are impecunious and can afford
but one gown at a time, and their
footgear is always of an indiffer-oll
ceder. Rat the tronble with the eters
nat• feminine is, she 'must evet be a
slave and butt, as far as her skirts
are concerned, for there will ahvar
be 'a Chicago Newts to took sidewise
at whatever she weers and does."
We shalt compromise neither slur
dignity nor solemnity in the passing
diseuesiou of this question. We had
hoped to pee the king skirt gradu-
ally but surely fade away. 'and we
have not yet given up hope. A
skirt that is too rho ronakesi wom-
an appear as a drnvd, but a ski?t‘ that
kust-miseen the ground looks welk is
cleaner and more sensible than the
germeolleerting, filth gathering long
sVirt which is ereeitingty suggestive
of a ierpent's Amer-
ican.
Consider the Strike.
Lao evening Central Labor body
held a mcctin-...! at tifeir hall on North
Fourth street for the purpose of dio
sussing the street car strike qtieetion.
but the occurrences vreire behind
closed doom, and mottling given out
for rtubliortion, therefore it is not
known w'hat transpired, or what is on
tapie. Otte thing &eider!' was to hold
anotherl)ig MS" meeting next Sun-
day afternoon to consider the issue.
flubseribe For The Register.
rarvemr.
ENDS WITH TODAY For
 Weed! g Gifts
RICH CUT GLASS.
THE RIGHT KIND.
You wouldn't think of presenting a
piece that was not strictly high-grade
—if you know it. The best grade—
finest cuttings—at the fairest prices—
And the largest selections are our in-
ducemente for your cut glass trade.
J. L. WOLFF
The Progressive Jewelry Store.
NOW IS
THE TIME
To begin saving
money for Christ-
mas. Start an ac-
count today and
watch it grow.
We pay 4 per ct.
on deposits.
Mechanics'
& farmers
Savings
Bank,
227 BROADWAY.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
TUESDAY NAHTT 31
RETURN OF THE FAVORITES.
The Glittering Comic Opera Success.
The forbidden Land
link by Guy F. Steely
lu':c by Frederic Chapin.
WITH THE COMEDIAN
EDWARD GARVIL
The Original Cast and Great Beauty
Chorus, mounted and costumed
with lavish splendor.
65—PEOPLE--65
Two carloads of scenery.
Seats on sale Monday at g a. m.
Prices: 24, 35,. 50, 75, and llt.50.
Dr. R. E. Hearne
BROOKHILL BUILDING
TELEPHONE 444.
Korea's New Stamp.
Waphington, Oct. 23 - Specimens
of a new stamp just issued by Japan.
for Korea have been received here.
The new issue is full of interest, not
only to collectors, but to the world
at large. It is the first of its kind
to be sent out by the Island Empire-
for use in its new protecterate and'
is significant as showing that the
Japanese consider themselves secure
in their territorial acquisition. The
emblems show, the chrysanthemum
of Japan mingad with the apple-lahi
som of the "fond of the M,cirinig
Calm," as Korea is designated.
WINtesss.
Giles—"Tan choes are -said to be
more popular in Boston than alte-
*here "
Miles-J*11E0*e do ytiu account for
that?"
Gllee---"I suppose it's because they
reottire Browning frequently."‘LChi-
eago News.
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Largest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction fiudranteed
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Go.
SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-.13 SOUTH THIRD STREET
• 
4 THE RIVER NEWS
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo, 19.9; rising:
Chattanooga, ensiling.
Cincineati, 17.6; rjaing,
Evansville, 8.2; riling.
Florence, 0.5; foiiing.
Johrasoiwilk, 3.7; int .
LouisviHe, 6.8; risi
Mt, Carmel, 8.6; felling.
Neishvilk, missing.
Ivittshurg, 5.o; falling.
Davis Island Dam, so; falling.
St. Louis, 145;
Mt. Vernon, 8.2; rising.
Paducah, 9.6; ring.
The towboats Henrietta and
Charles Turner have returned from
trips up the Tennessee river. They
brought out tows of ties and timber.
The Dick Fowier did not gee out
yesterday tor calm but will go this
morning at 8 o'clock. She will con-
tinue in that trade.
The Bob Dudley left yestereby for
Nashville and comes back again
about Sunday or tifonctay.
The steamer Clyde got away for
the Tennesse river yesterday. She
comes back again next Monday
night. The superintendent did- not
lay her over to 'cave this afternoon,
under the new schedule, as the steam-
er Tennessee was not ready to get
out for that stream Tuesday night,
as announced she would be.
The Kentucky conies out of the
Tennewee river tonight and lay un-
til' 5 edock Saturday afternoon be-
fore skipping away on her return to
that *seem.
The Citty of Saltine is due today
out of the Tennessee rir en route
back to St. Louis.
The steamer Henry Harley left for
Evansville yesterday and comes bar*
tornorrrow. The Warrenn leaves for
the Evensvine trade today, if possible
to get out.
WANTED—Shell Bark Hickory
Nut. W Livingston & Co., tr5-1t7
Norris First *rect.
NEW LOCATION.
Manager Decker Looking Around for
One to Move Into.
The rapidly growing business of
the Southern Express company into
and coot o fthis city demands that
larger quarters be moved into, and
Manager Decker, of the local office.
I. lookino arriond for a storehoto.e
co Broadway to suit them. On find-
one he will move in right away
provided be can noblesse their pres-
ent place ,on South Third between
Broadway and Kentucky avenue,
which they have under lease until
next August. He desires to sublease
the present place before the change is
Matte on they will not have two
htiklings on their hands to pay rent
for. •
DIES OF STARVATION.
Touched Neither Food or Drink
—Before Attempted Suicide.
Butte, Mont., Oct. 25.--James F.
Barnes, awaiting trial for the murder
of Patrick Hanky in this city Sept. 3,
died in the county pail last night.
apparently from self-impersed starv-
ation. Barnes for the past three dart
/ha refused to touch a morsel of fwd
or drink, bemoaning his fate and'ex-
pressing tavern lest a irnob should
again at to lynch him. Scene
time ago he made an unsuccessful
attempt at suicide, but his stomach
was so weak following a prolonged
fast that it refused to hold the
poison.
Was Not Blake.
Marshal Charles Mlelfutt, of May-
field has received word from the
East St. Louis authorities, stating
that the negro arrested there was re-
leased, he proving himself not to be
Marry Blake, who leillgr) his sweet-
BOTH PHONES 72
SERIOUS CHARGES OPEN MEETINGS NOT YET CAUGHT THEATRICAL NOTES
WOODMAN OF THE WORLD
CHARGED WITH BETRAY-
ING SECRETS.
Methodist College People Did Not
Hold Meeting Yesterday—Gath-
ering of Secret Orders.
There is quite a stir among tille
members of Olive camp of the
Woodmen of the World on account
of charges being lodged last eveening
in that order accusing one of the af-
filiates with having exposed to an
outsider the secrets and initiation of
the organization, in °On violation of
the bylaws of the body. Betrayal of
secrets of orders is quite a heinous
offense in eyes of alb brethren, and
the trial of these obarges will ocur
the night of Thursday, November al.
—•
Methodist College.
The committee in charge of the
Methodist college proposition intend-
ed holding their adjourned meeting
yesterday afternoon, but on account
of things not having been com-
pleted in their arrangements, they
had to adjourn over for a few days
yet. It takes quite a little time to
get everything closed up.
Many Initiated.
A large cies, of candidates were
initiated into the fraternal Order of
Eagles last evening at their meeting
in the Knights of Pythias hall.
Odd Fellows.
Tonight Mangum lodge of Odd
Felboas meets at the Fraternity
tanking, while tomes-row night In-
gleside lodge meets.
Red Um
Tomorrow evening is the regular
meeting night for the Red Men at
their hall on North Fourth street.
Elks Tonight
This evening the Elks held their
regular meeting in their lodge room
on North Fourth street.
Edvrard Martin, nne of the gang,
has been forced out of a $to,000 a
year job by Mayor Weaver, of Phil-
adelphia.
CHANGES IN CAPITOL.
Rotunda Will Look Very Different to
Senators and Congresamen.
Washington, Oct. 25.—When the
senators and; representatives retro
to Wrihinoton, to attend the ap-
proaching session of congress they
he astonished at the tranefortna-
tion in the capitol. All the fines have
been equipped with exhaust fans and
other apparatus. to ;top the smoke
from the fireplaces going the wrong
way.
tuners has bee leaned and paintedk
The entire uriper portion of the m-
end the "steamboat paint" of the
sandstone wells has been completely
scraper! away, revealing the real
beautiful red-barns-1i color and strat-
ification of the walls. The rotunda
now reminds one of the interior of a
Greek temple. In plate of the cid
gas jets there has been instituted
T.90o incandearent electric lights.
WANTED—Shell Bark Hickory
Nuts. M. Livinaston & Co., ite-rty
North First street.
VOLCANO IN PACIFIC OCEAN.
San Francjsco, Oct. 25.—Moantains
of lava over 600 feet in heIghth hays
bests reared by the volcano which is
now in active eruption on the Island
of Savaii. The Oceanic Liner Event-
ore left Pago-Pago two week ago,
and hot lava, stones and debris still
pouring from the crater in an ever-
increaing stream.
heart. Hattie Boatwright, at Maytieke, Capt. Lee
two weelae ago, account jealousy, in the citiy.
Howell, of Alvansville, if
THE COMMERCIAL CLUB WILL
COMMENCE HOLDING THEM
SHORTLY.
Believed That Additional Good Can
'Be Accomplished by Having Pub-
lic to Meet With Them.
Secretary W. D. Colons, of the
Ccenmerciai club, has made an-auge-
aunts with.
_,Mityor Yei5CT and the
other city authorities whereby there
can be used the general assembly
Ohacabor at the City Hall for the
open meetings to be held by the
club hereafter, once each month. The
first gathering vei:Vbe on the second
Tuesday of Noverhber, which is the
lath and on that day of each suc-
ceeding month similar gatherings
wilt be ccniductedt
To these meetings the entire pub-
lic will be cordially invited so they
can be brought in personal contact
with the work done by the club. The
offiicials of the business organization
believe much additional good can be
aucooliplishel, as by having the pub-
lic at the gatherings, they can be
shrnyn what the club is effecting, and
this prove as an incentive for them to
lend their services in puthing for-
ward the good work.
in all the larger cities the country
over the comercial cksbs hold
these open sesesions and get there
the people not affiliating with he or-
ganisation, and it takes only a short
time to show what vast advantages
accrae, with result that the outsidt-
ers enlist their aid also. At the first
meetnig talks wilt be male by Presi-
dent Decker and cdbers of the local'
dub. while Secretary Coons wile
make a report showing what has
been affected in the past, and what
they have on foot foe the future.
AT A STANDSTILL
RAINS STOPS ALL COUNTY
ROAD WORK FOR THE
PRESENT.
Judge Lightfoot Has Not Yet Com-
pleted Negotiations With the
Illinois Central.
Supervisor Bert Johnson, of the
county roads, has no men working at
present on the new highways being
built out in the rural districts, as the
rain has necessitated a temporary
suspension since last Mionday. He
has several °rows at work at differ-
ent places, building new gravel roads
and opening new. dirt thoroughfares.
Jost as soon as he completes that
work now on hand operations in this
line will be discontinued until next
spring, a, the winter weather is too
bad for any road work to be per-
formed
Judge Lightfoot yesterday said hie
had not yet completed negotiations
with the Illinois Central railroad
wherein the judge wants that road to
put a switch track clown ors the Cairo
division, at a point nearest VVIood-
viNe, in carloads of 0-Ad can be set
off on the side tracks, and the con-
tents then carried 3Crilt41 country to
the Wbodville road which is to be
improved by gray 'Mg.
When winter weather gets. here in
fug blast arsd ell road work stops.
the county will be in possession of
ninny new miles of gravel road, and
also quite an addition in the dirt
thoroughfare line, as the large force
tif,...enen under the supervisor have
been working hard and constantly
since last spring and have improved
things considerably.
Diplomatic relations between Rus-
sia and Japan will be resumed ii six
weells says a 'St. Petersburg
Saisseribe tor THE REGISTER.
HAYES DOES NOT WANT TO 
1PROSECUTE MAN WHO
CUT HIM.
Parties Drove Away Rig of Mr. King ,
Who Thought It lied Been j
Stolen—Other Business.
The police authorities- have not yeti,
succeeded in catching the stranger;
vAlin case near cutting short the ex-
istence of Bob Hayes, the barber, byl
slashing him across the face and necki
with a knife night before last, during
the fight on North Fourth street.
Yesterday mooning Hayes appeared'
at the City Hall and informed the
authorities that he did not desire to
prosecute the other, but the ponce.
wilt maks._ him proo.cute if there is l
cauttieed the man v1,o used' the knife
with such effectual results.
Horse Taken.
A young man named King, of
North Eighth between Harrison and
Clay streets, last evening drove up to
,his home and hitching his horse and
buggy outside entered the house.
Coming out be found the outfit gone
and reported the loss io the police,
bufshortloy thereafter telephoned that
he had found the rig near Fourth and
Broadway in charge of some friend
who had just driven it off without
telling hint
Continue Improving.
Capt. Joe Woods this morning at
3 oVock continued to rest well at
Riverside hospital of the wounds in-
flicted when John Hobson stabbed
ttint The doctors now have no fears
whatever and be will pull through
aright.
Women Fight.
Flora Mae Belle and Gertrude Eng-
lish, colored, were arrested yesterday
be Officers Gonriesix and' Alexander
4on'Ille charge of engaging in a fight
ou‘''about Ninth and Whehington
streets.
Breach of Peace. I
James Barlow and Fannie Kane,
colored‘ were arrested yesterday by
Officers Singery and Hiurley on the
charge o fengaging in a fight out
about Tenth and husbands streets.
CHINESE ARMY MANEUVERS.
Troops Mobilised for First Time in
History of Empire.
Pekin, Oct. 25.—The first military
maneuvers of the Chinese army be-
gan Tuesday in the presence of Vice-
roy Yuan Shit" Kai, commander-in-
chief, and of military represcenta-
fives of all the powers.. The opposi-
tions which are participated in by
large bodies of soldiers, consist in
the defense of Pelcin by a northern
army against an invading army
marching out of the Shantung prov-
ince. Every observer is impresser)
with the efficiency of the new troops
It is no exaggeration to sar that the
improvements which they show is
genuine, well grounded on standard
military knowledge and so marked as
to be even sensational.
NATIVE OF TENNESSEE.
Louisville, Ky.. Oct. 25.—The Rev.
Richard T. Bayless, pytor of the Mul
berry Presbyterian. church, at Shelby-
ville, died of typhoid fever at the
Gray street infirmary here. He was
a young minister of great promise,
and was graduated from the Southern
Presbyterian seminary here last May.
He was a native of Tennessee, where
his father, mother and several sisters
antl brother reside.
A suit has been died in the su-
preme court in Brooklyn, N. Y., to
test the increased rate of the Royal
Arcianium society. It is estimated
that the 3,000 membino are interested
in the question.
A Modern Battle Ship.
The attraction at the Kentucky an
the 28th,, matinee and night, be J.
A. Cobten's up-to-date Great Barlow
Minstrels. In past Seasons they have
demonstrated their claim to "A clean
wholesorineatnstrel attraction," and
for the pvseseason are reported as
having surpassed all former efforts
in nave& features, and musical and
vocal excellence.
A splendid singing party, and corn-
inactions Who make every effort to
reach the interest and attention of
their bearers, pleasing without of-
fense and eliminating al,. coarse and
questionable comedy. Vaudeville and
novelty features dryer before seen
with this company, in fact an entire-
ly new and cdmplete programme
which can not fail to please every
patron to whom the word "minstrels"
means an evening's enjoyment, and
the introduction to all that is new in
modern minstrelsy.
An original idea in consturiting, a
departure from time-worn concep-
tions i rithe setting, add, greatly to
the opening ensemble, and the sight
of an exact fac simile of one o four
natioo's mighty battle slips in the
foreuroinst causes a feeling of loyal
and 'patriotic enthusiasm to mingle
with pleasure of melody and martial
music.
The street parade and concert will
be given at noon and the excellence
of the Barlow Mliinstrel Band, under
the personal direction of Mi. Coburn,
is too well known to require further
guarantee.
"The Forbidden Land."
The new comic opera, 'The For-
bidden Land," will be the attraction
at the Kentucky Theater on Tuesday
night next . Unfortunately it is'rtit
custom among promoters of 'the
most mediocre entertainments of this
close to crow the loudest and per-
sistently, coneequerittly the continual
disappointment to which the theater-
going public is subjected has in-
etiled a feeling of incredulity. Too
frequently is interest excited by ex-
travagant adtvence notices. No long-
er no di scri.ini noting theatergoers dis-
count their entertairunzats. "7"-,
Forbidden Land" makes its claims,
and stakes its reputation on its abso-
lute legitimacy. It is a comic opera
in the fullest sense of the word,
ranked with such standard works as
"The Grand Duchees," "The Black Our
Iiluzzar" and works of that caliber.
At no time does it descend tia vulgar we
hccse play; in no instance is a cheap,
inane local "patter" song permitted
True there is hunwn- .and fun, and
jokes—plenty of them, but it is of
that quality that thinking people will
not become nauseated. with, no ectv-
Hot's lines or vulgar double enten-
dres.
"The Forbidden Land" is a comic
opera pure and simple—both comic
arid operatic. The book is by Guy F.
Steely and that gentleman is willing
comprehensiv writer upon his
to risk his reputation as a sensible,
achievemient in this work. The mesi-
cal score is a triumph A!an Dale,
the well-known dramatic reviewer of
the New Yogi,: American, said that
the musical score of "The Forbidden
Land" places that gentleman on an
equal plane with Victor Herbert. The
scenic and costume • display is up to
the highest standard and the cast is
certainly one of the most able and
excellent that has been pat together
in any similar form of theatrical en-
tertainment. It is headed by Edward
Garvie, a comedian of rare attain-
ments and includes among others
Miss Akin Youtin. a young woman
whose vocal achievemeents 4rave
placed her in the front rank of Amer-
ican virxalists.
'so 
WANBED--Shell Bark Hickory
Nuts. M. Livingston & Co., 115-t17
North First street.
Ia a railroad accident near Bolivar,
Tenn., Sunday, two yotpig ;nest who
were steeling a ride wet* both Wiled.
fountain
Syringes
The kind that don't spring a
leak every time you use them.
They are made of new rubber
—rubber that has stretch in it
—new Paca rubber, the best
yet.
J. G. Oehischlaerr
DRUG ST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
Bacon's Malarial
I ,Tome Capsules
ARE THE 'OitiGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADS
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-
DUCAH FOR CURING CHILLS
AND MALARIA,
PRICE 5oc.
TAKE NO OTHER.
THEY ARE GUARANTEED.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & tilacyksotsn,S,tah.onpehoon.e 237,
The recollection of the quality cd
prescriptions remains long after
price is forgotten.
HAYES
7th and Broadway. TeL 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
annummimimimmommos
011111,111
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THIC
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER,
FECT HEALTPI.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
Vegetated
Calomel
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST roc.
H. T. Hessig. M. D.
Office
Eighth and jeclinon Streets.
Telephoue ago.
Best, Kentucky Lump 13 Cents. Best, Kentucky Nut 12 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to OgruCoal Than the:Ordinary/Coal. _
THE WEST KEKTUCKY COAL COMPANY
Second and Ohio Stmts.
(INCIDRPORATff,D)
" C. M. BUDD, Manager. Both Telephone Numbers 254
11111111111110011111/111111111111101111811
I press On Current events
The State of Arkansas.
(Has-per's Weekly.)
The connect pronouncittion of Ar-
kansas is not Arkansaw, but Arkan-
sa. This terminal is not infrequent
in Indian words received through the
French, and the final s is silent and
the a is long. For instance, Tenses
river (and parish) in Louisiana is
-
pronounced Tensa, as Aokansas is
•correctly pronounced Arkansa. The
statute refelicd to is no statute at
all, but a mere concurrent resolution
of the 'general assembly of a& ex-
pressing its opinion of the correct
pronounciation of the name of the
state in order to secure correctness
and uniformity in oral' official pro-
ceedings, The body of the resolution
is as follows: "Be it therefore re-
solved by both houses of the general
aseemibly, That the only true pronun-
ciation of the name of the state, in
the opinion of this body, is that cc-
-caved by the French from native In-
dians, and committed to writing in
the French word presenting the
sriund; and that it should be pro-
nounced in three syllabics, with the
final 's' silent, the 'a' in each syllable
with the Italian sound, and the ac
cent on the first and. last syllables—
being the pronounciation formerly
universally and now still most corn-
snooty used."
fttsWEW*
• The Public Takes a Hand.
(Boston Transcript.)
We do not profess to know how it
will be done, but we believe the pub-
lic will have a hand in any conflict
between the coal roads arid the min-
ers. It has gone through one exper-
ience which opened the c-orveurnerq
- eyes. The governurept investigaticm
after the hiarrn had bekn done showed
as dearly as could be shown, the ex-
istence of a combination among the
coal roads and the coal producers.
The public bore the inconvenience
and has since stood the ttCpertse of
the strike. Brother 'Jonathan is prov
erably long-suffering and vein- stand,
before getting ready to take offend-
en in hand, a good deal of imposi-
tion and extortion. But it is a little
too soon for the coal roads or the
-coal miriers to bring about another
strike and that can not be done with-
out awakening a public indignation
which in orie form or another wilf re-
act on the men whose conduct—
which would be little short of crim-
.snal—bring on another strike.
4t4C-4W-I
Spectacle of the Lobbyist.
(Minneapolis Journal,)
The profeesion of lobbying makes
men inexpressibly coarse, disgusting-
ly sly and discouraging pessimistic
on the ,iubject of human character.
No man ciarr be a llksbyist without be
ing all things to all men. With the
religious humbug he must affect a
sanctimonious demeanor. With the
rake he must be ready to exchange
hiscioter jests and prurient stories.
With the dull, pragmatic purist he
must be the sly, sleek, hyprocrite un-
til he lands his thick-witted victim.
'AH these activitiee are severe enough
upon the character of the lobbyist,
but when he knows that they are per-
haps only preliminary to cash pay-
ment it is scarcely to be wondered
at that the profemionell lobbyist be-
-comes a sickening reptillion specta-
-cle in the eyes of honest men.
*MOMS
Philadelphia's Fight for Decency.
(Washington Post.)
Of all the elections that will occur
let this country on the 7th of Novem-
ber the one of widest and deepest
Interest veil take place in Philadelphia.
• There is little of decency, honesty or
respectability in any part of the
United States that is not sympathiz-
ing with and hoping fk>r the success
of the great combination of irickpend-
ergs of that city, which, entirety out-
side of politics, is waging battle
against the organized political rascal-
ity which for marry years ruled, rob-
bed and disgraced that great and rich
municipality. With a single excep-
tion ai of the Philadelphia newspa-
pers are supporting the revolt against
the gang and are flaying the scounil-
-rels by exposures of their villainies.
*WSW*
Still Drawing Big Salary.
(Boton Globe.)
President McCurdy began his testi-
mony by saying that his salary of
Stso.000 a year was justified because
-of the enormous responsibility of his
office and the amount of infinite de-tail with which he has to be constant-ly familiar. Since then, when he hasbeen asked to testify about important
operations of his company, his replyhas nettallly been: "I don't know any-
thing about that. You will have to
ask So
-and-So, to wham all these
• things are absolutely familiar." Mean-
vwfrik the salary goes ori.
ilsolf-tWe
In the Near Future.
(Phibadelphia Ledger.)
• "The apartm'en'ts on the tenth. floor"
said the manager of the Skyscraperlists, "command a higher rent than
any others because they're the safestin the building."
"Indeed?" remarked the homes
seeker.
"Oh, yes; you see. few 'airships everBy that low end automobiles 'neverlump that high.
lIttqategre..
Another Ship to Be Described.(New York Evening Post.)
When the reaction sets in we may
get a description of a new steamship
which, after briefly summarizing the
elevators, gymnasiums, libraries and
gorgeous a la carte restaunants, will
tell of some nook or cranny of the
craft in which a passenger may get
the impression that he is on a real
vessel, floating on an ocean of real
water.
Lingered Over His Lunch.
(Cleveland Leader.)
"I beg your pardou, waiter," said
the tourist in the railway restaurant.
"Did you say that I had twenty min
uses to wait or that it was twenty
roi-nutes Ito eight?"
"I say nayther," answered the Hi-
bernian attendant. "I said yez had
twinty minutes to ate, an' that's all
yez had. Yet- thrain's gone now!"
1lb4E-tIV-S
On the Brink of Disaster.
(Detroit Free Press.)
"What made you so rattled when
you were giving your testimony in
that jury trial?" asked Grace.
"One of those lawers was a beau
I'd just thrown down," confessed
Dora, "and I was scared for fear he'd
ask me my age out of spite, and I
never was on oath before.
*.t1W-4W4a
Vast Coat of Peace Armament
(Leslie's NVeekly.)
HalPf of the entire revues of the
eight principal world powers are now
beiog expended on armies, navies
and the debts incidental to them.
Modern incentiveriess, in fact, has
made it much more costly to keep
the peace than to wiage war half a
century ago.
Learning About the Business.
( I iscli na Dale NieWS.
As far as a knowledge of the de-
tails of the business is concerned,
'however, it :thouid not be forgotten
that Mr. McCurdy will be much bet-
ter qualified to earn that $1so,000 af-
ter the investigation is ended than
before it began.
Iletes1W.
Sign of a Coming Change.
(Cleveland Leader.)
Tornmy—Hurray! We're gain, to
move!
Bobby—How d'yer know?
Toneny—I throwed a brick in the
parlor an' knocked a big chunk o'
plaster off the wall, an' ma didn't lick
me.
Takes It Away Later.
(Puck.)
The inexperienced one (on Atlantic
liner, first day out)—By George! But
the sea certainly gives a fellow a
great appetite.
The experienced one—Not gives,
my boy—merely lends.
Thanksgiving for Three Countries.
The Canadian Thanksgiving day isfixed this year for Thursday. Oct.
26. There is a movement afioot in
the Dominion to make a shift of the
holiday frforn *Munich), to Monday.
A Thursday holiday, it is urged spoils
the weeek. Wrinday follows the break
in the work days occasioned y Sun-
day observanre and permit of a bet-
ter adjustment of business to pleas-
uring. There seems to be no good
reason, since the Canadians have
fallen into the fashion of our Puri-
tanic holiday why the day for its oh-
reervance should not be fixed upon by
the United States and Canada, says
the Philadelphia ReCtOrCk Mrff-way
between Labor day, arid Christmas
day arid in the season of fruition and
fullness, the holiday would be made
more impressive if it were more
spread out upon the continent It is
quite possible that Mexico might be
prevailed upon to join with Canada
and the United States in a day of
American thanks offering.
Accidental Important Discoveries.
(St. Louis Republic.)
An old negro who has a forty-acre
farm on Choctaw creek, near Sher-
man, Tex., claims that he makes a
bale of cotton to the acre every year
by topping the cotton stalks in th
dark of the August moon. The top-
ping is said to cause the plant to
spread and to put on a heavier fruit-
age on the lower branches. If it be
ectabliehed that his uniformly good
yield is mainly due to summer prun-
ing, this humble tiller of the soil on
Choctaw creek has made important
discovery in cotton planting as that
made in cotton spinning by the mill
operative who found out for himself
that the thread came smoother and
easier by wetting the raw cotton be-for't spinning
Strenuous Life.
"Say." roared the irate citizen as
he rushed into the office of the vil-
lige weekly, "where's the editor?"
"Want to seer hins personall?"
queried the office boy.
"You bet I do," arrsweed• the irate
citieen. "I am going to *rash trim
within an inch of Iris life. See?"
"Oh, all right," answered the boy.
"Just have a seat, please. There are
three others afreed of you."—Chicago
News.
Emperor Franz Joseph is changing
his attitude toward the Hungarians,
but Kiestith and others' of those fight
ing for separation of Hungary and
Austria *ay the move of Josef comes
too Me and a compromise now is
impossible
IN A HUMOROUS VEIN.
"Traveling broadens the mind so,
doesn't it?" "Not near as much," he
murmured, absently, "as it broadens
the feet."—Cleveland Leader.
Suspicious: "What makes you think
he has got it in for me?" "Ile seemed
so pleased when I told him you were
to be married."—Houston Post.
On an Ocean Steamer: The wife
—Shall I have your dinner brought
to the room, dear? Husband (feebly)
—No; just order it thrown overboard.
—Life.
"An how's yer wife, Pat?" "Sure,
she do be awful sick." "Is ut danger-
ous she. is?" "No, she's too weak t'
be dangerous anny more."—Cleve-
land Leader.
"I suppose he clasped you in his
arms when the canoe upset??" "No;
quite the opposite." "Quite the oppo-
site!" "Yes; the canoe upset when
he clasped me in his arms."
Thrifty Girl: Her—I'd never marry
a penniless French or British Duke.
Him—Good for you. Her—Not if I
could get an Amestcan oil or coal
baron, I mean.—Chicago Sun.
Rodney—WIhy -do you automobile
men wear goggles?? Sidney—If I
tell you you'll tell. Rodney—Never,
honor bright! Sidney—Well, it's to
hide that scared look in our eyes.
"So you still think that every man
has his price?" "Yes," answered Sen-
ator Sorghum. "And a lot of the lit-
tle fellows manage to do some scan-
dalous overcharging."—Washington
Star.
"Mamma," asked the society lead-
er's little girl, "will everybody that's
good go to heaven?" "Yes, my child."
"But, mamma." "What is it, dear?"
"How about people outside our set?"
Citiman—You don't have many vis-
itors out here, do you?" Subbubs—
Oh! yes; coming and going nearly
every day. Citiman—Mlostly women,
I suppose. Subbubs—Yes; servant
girls.—Philadelphia Press.
Gollywhat—Er—did your sister
say anything after I called yesterday
afternoon, Ethel? Ethel—No, she'sjoined the "Count-Ten-Before-You-
Speak League," but she looked
fierce.—Chicago Daily News.
M odern Convenience: Little Girl
(in church)—Why does so many peo-
ple put those little envelopes on th'
contribution plate? Little Boy—
Them's to keep the pennies from
makin' so much noise.—New York
Weekly.
Secret of Success: "To what do
you atttribute your phenomenal suc-
cess?" asked the medical student.
"To my ability in mastering the art
of concealing my ignorance,' an-
swered the old physician.—Chicago
News.
Charity: "Remember," said the
charity sharp, "he gives twice who
gives quickly." "In other words," re-joined the marble-hearted man, "he
gives twice as much as the fellow
who stops to think it over."—Chi-
cago News.
t 
Binkalhen I first met you, sir,
I thougyou were a gentleman!
Spinks—And when I met you, sir, I
was sure you were an idiot! Sinks—
Well, let's shake hands and make up.
I'm willing to admit that we were
both mistaken.
"When I started in life," said the
Iniquitable insurance director, "1
didn't have a dollar I could call my
own." "And now?" "I have managed
to call a lot of money my own, a.1-
though there is a great deal of dis-
pute about it."—Washington Star.
Embarrassed: Bery—Was Jack
much embarrassed when he proposed
to Miss Antique Goldthwaite?— Sibyl
—Wjell, I should say so. Beryl—I
suppose he blushed and stammered
the way they all do? Sibyl—Not at
all. His was financial embarrass-
ment.—Tit-Bits.
The Bachelor Girl.
(Louisville Commercial.-
She is not an evil, indicative of rac-
suicide. She is a salutary step. She
indicates progress. Marshall Field,
twice married, declares that marriage
is a good thing, if one gets the right
woman.
American bachelor girls are apply-
ing Mr. Field's theory, and waiting
for the right one.
In the so-called "good old days"
they didn't waits Hence the seed of
the divorce evil and inferior offspring
—the genuine seed of race suicide.
In those days they married the elig-
ible whom parents selected, or the
substantial one, who offered a good
home, in order to escape the awful
ignominy of becoming an old maid.
and then came unhappiness.
But things are changing. It has
been discovered that a man in her
life is not, to &ivy woman, an in-
dispensable attachment.
True, the fullest, and best, and
most fortunate life is that in which
the right man is.
But failing to find the right man a
woman does infinitely better to pal
die her own canoe.
Low Rates to California.
From Septemlber 15, to October 31,
the Illinois Central Railr Dad com-
pany will eel) tone-way teoond-class
tickets to San Francisco, Los Ange-
les, San Diego, Cal., for $33.00.
J. T Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
G. C. Wasfield, T. A., Union Depot.
Charges again* the Western Life
Indemnity company of Chicago con-
tinue to multiply. The company it
fighting hard' to keep out Of Ole
courts.
EDGAR LW: WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
MIXICAK REAL ESTATit WESTERN It ENTUMY FARMS. EA.',SICEITHLY PAYMENT- LOTS PO R &VESTMENT. WESTERN11:114TUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRJCS LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SIM MR IT.
EDO R W. WIMIT1124110SLE. Padua:sok Ms
NEW GOODS
FOR
Fall and Winter
HAVE AK/KEYED
An elegant line of imported cloths
and suiting' for Fall and Winter.
Make your selections now and
avoid the rush.
DICKE 4/1, BLACK
MERCHANT TAILOR&
5:6 Broadway, Opp. Fraternity Bid.
TAKB NO SUBSTITUTE
worm. BR06. & CO.'S CELE-
BRATED
nigh
Life flour
WHEN YOU WANT THE BEST.
Special toYanners
We are preparing to advertise in
the Northwest, and if you want to
sell your farm, list it with as and we
think we can sell it for yoe. Try us.
S. T. RANDLE
Manager Reel Estate Department
Mechanics' & Fanners' Savings Bank.
on & Amer.-Ger. Nat. Desk.
Dr. Stamper,
Dentist.
Office over Lendler & Lydon.
3og Broadway.
as
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE ANS' THROAT
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4.
Columbia Building.
Phon zosz Red.
NOTICE OF
CHARTER RE-EXTENSION,
TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
Office of Comptroller of the Currency.
Washington, D. C., Oct. to, loos.
WHEREAS, by satisfactory evidence
presented to the undersigned it has
been made to appear that "The First
National Bank of Paducah," located
in the City of Paducah, in the Coun-
ty of McCracken and State of Ken-
tucky, has cometlied with all the pro-
visions of the Act of Congress "to en-
able National Banking Associations
to extend their corporate existence,
and for other purposes" approved July
12, 184 as amended by the Act-ap-
proved April 12, tow;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, William
B. Ridgely, Comptroller of the Cur-
rency, do hereby certify that "The
First National Bank of Paducah," lo-
cated in the City of Paducah, in the
County of McCracken and State of
Kentucky, is authorized to have suc-
cession for the period specified in its
amended articles of association; name-
ly, until close of business on October
TO, 1925.
In testimony whereof witnes% my,
hand and seal of office this Tentg day
of October, taoS.
(SEAL.) WM. B. RIDGELY,
Comptroller of the Currency.
Charter No, 1599. Extension No. so.
Subscribe For The Register.
W. Ms Olives, Geo. W. Oliver.
Ifeuleo, E.p. Paducah, Ky.
Mos B. McGregorA,
Demon. Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES' Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky,
Boom trs Featernity Building.
Maw Phone tts. Old Phone 3o3.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to IL C.
Rose sag South Third Street. I have
the nicest tine ci samples for tints
In the ctty. Suite trade to order.
A. S. DABNEY,
--DENTIST—
M-osbeart Ihditling.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
Iwo NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phases us
Office hours I to to a. as., zto 3
p. as. sod 7 to g p. na.
0. D. Schmidt*
Architect and Saverintsusessit.
sal Fraternity Building.
OM Phone QS Red; New Phone 3s.
Padorah, &wacky.
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents. has Simms
worth of city property for sale sod
tideig4Ive forms: also dices miss.
Elluanes for rent.
Taisphotie. old, sdlig.
Taylor & Lucas.
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 6g5—Rooms so 3 and 204
Fraterity Building.
ALDEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. 5. Columbia Building.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
T'RUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone sillt at the office, both
phones 240 at resident. Office hours
7 to g a. m.; to 3 p. m„, 7 to g p. 121.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
arritTE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence age Office s33
D. 0. r)ARKA
ATTORNBY-NT-LAW,
PADUCAH. EN,
Gestotal Practioe.
aoll-eto Fraternity Betiding.
Ogle also Park BI. 14ayfie4d Ry.
191111111•111111111k 
Subscribe for TESRBISTURc
 a
EXCURS ONS
St. Ixezia and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion Out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It IS a trip of pleasure, comfortand rent; good service, good table,good rooms, eta. Boats leave eachWednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other Information apply to its.
Koger, auperinteneent Frank L.&own, soot.
j. K. HENDRICK. j. O. MILLER
WM. WARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms 1, • and 3 Register Build-
ing. 313 r-s BnsadWay.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones ;ix.
NOTICE/
Highest price paid for second-haad
StoVes a/2d
FUrr2ittirte.
Buy anything and eV everything.
sift-aso Court street. Oa phone zsz6.
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in coosisodost.
11. PURYEAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Robins and 6 Reglater Bulldog.
503 1-s BrOO11111/117, Padatlik Ky.
Hew Phone ego.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstract:ft of Titles,
Ineurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Rome 13 and :4 Colombia Building.
Old Phone tog.
FLOURNOY & REED
LA WY Fits
Rooms to, it and If. Columbia BM&
PADUCAH, KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
Dr. B. 1 • Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, :se
Nort hFifth. Both Phone 355.
Residence rost Clay, Old Phone ifige
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
Will pravtica in all courts of Ken.
tacky and Illinois.
D. Sidney Smitli
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone ISO.
Residence, azg Broadway.
Phone um.
Office phone 251, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON..
Rooms me4 Fraternity Budding.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTROPATH/C PHYSICIAN
Mono tge, soo
PADUCAH, WY.
Dry Hot Mr Baths given when in.
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ADRI T ON A DEAD WHALE
(Seattle Post-Intelligencer.)
Living on the carcass of a whale ist miles. Our five boats were let out at
the Arctic ocean for four days, after once and we started. It was a long
a terrible struggle in the icy water of pull, but the excitement of the race.
the north and after suffering from the with the other boats and the desire
cokb, from hunger, and, worst of ail, to put the first iron in one of the big
from thirst, to be finaHy picked up by fellows made it great sport. Our tiar-
a warthip, was the wonderful experi- pooner, an old Finn who had grown
owe of Captain Arnold Been, a well gray tn the basiness, held 'his steer-known sea captain who snakes his ing ciao without turning a hair .Fi-home at West Seattle. Although the redly we approached a big fellow,
captain's adventures read like fiction, and we sheered alongside. All of ahe is able to bring indiaputable proof sodden the harpooner launched his
to bear in corrobseation of every one iron. It struck fair and sank in the
of his statements in connection with soft blubber to the head. Then the
this unique adaventure. The captain excitement began. .
who is a comparatively young man, "The great Whale gave a snort likestill follows the sea, and a number of a puffing engine and went down likeyews ago sailed the ill-fated schooner a sinking iiner. The line attached toMlangery to 'Alaska and was wrecked
there. The captains seldom consents
to relate bis adventeres, but to a re-
porter for the Post Intelligences lie
displayed the proofs and told the fol
lowing strove narrative:
"Whaling is not now carried on as
it used to be years ago. In fact, the
whale trade is practically dead. In
the early '70, the wisale fleet covered
/both the northern and southern
oaeacean. but *epee- days have passed,
The Whales, Eke the mien ado) Hinted
them, are fast disappearing. In a few
More year* they will be extinct. My
Introduction to the business was by
Armee at that. I was shanghaied
aboard the whale? Lorette in April,
ifi8t. It happened this way:
"I was just paid off from the back
Gbory of the Seas, after a trip to the
East Indies, and had so much money
that I didn't know what to do with'it
O. Like all young sailors in those
days, I wanted to see how fast it
weak, go. Well, it went fast enough
to suit even me. Two weeks after
getting my money I was baid up with
the illy-jams and my coin was gone.
"St rolling around the docks, I met
down on Olive street. Ati ship cap-
tains knew him, and when a crew was
wanted O'Brien could always suoply
one. He vanuld give the poor sailor
a dose of knockout drupe and haul
him on board ship, first. hotiever, re-
ceiving tow° or three months' advance
pay from the captain.
'We*, when I met CYBrien I was
up satinet it; I was stranded, ma-
or whatever you call it when
you are ashore without any money in
your pocket, and a thirst like a fish
out of water. He took me dawn to
the boarding house, ma & me eat
something and then gave me a bot-
tle. Shortly I woke tio and whim I
woke up the towing of my bunk told
me plainly I was out at sea I was
sick ae a saved sinner and tthe stench ger was that he would strike us wiehin the tittle stuffy fo'c's'l was more his tail or one of the great fins. Wethan I could bear. The boost had drifted wooed for several hours, anddied out and all I wanted was an. dead. we MOM near and at last
finally cncluding that he was really
climbed on his back.
"It was quite a feat getting on
thin broad back with a heavy sea mo-
iling., but we managed to accomplishthe yardarm as I was too sick to do it raker a little work. Evea then wemore than hang on, and severat times were in a pretty lierious fix. We wereI thought I would have to lea go. coed and mark from the long stayBut velvet' I came down I .felt better in the icy water. At last one of theand in an hour or two was getting boys
 suggested that we make a bedmy sea legs. I by cutting a hole in the whale. WeAter the watches had been set and all had our sheath knives and themy teen came to go beiow I front' suggestioa was no sooner made thanthat I had been shanathaied on the it was acted upon.%Abider Loreto, of New Bedford. The
length of the"orniee depended on the
catch', we snight be back in a yeas
and again we might be out five or
six years. It was a very pleasant sen-
sation to find one's self sent off on a
long crime like that, but then. I was
young end a sailor, anfl knowing it
was useleso to kick. and, best of all,
knowing that circumstances would
not adjust themselves to suit ine, I
adjusted myself to suit the circuma
st a n era
"Thelorette TA'21 a full-rigged ship,
carrying three royals. Her crew num-
bered o own forward and four offi-
cers. Captain Elmer B. Lathrop was
in conwnand He was without doubt
one of the most imgainly men that
ever I laid eoes on. Tall, gaunt, stoop
shouklered, and with a stopepipe hat
which he airways wore, he looked like
anything but the captain of a whaler,
yet there were few men who could
WOO a ship as he could. The mate wee pitching like a ship in a gale, andwas a big Iriehman named Dugan, on raising the flap a lot o ice water
swept in. The little holes we had
cut for air. were not big enough foe
much water to come through, but
when the flap was raiped we saw
that it was Mowing great guns.
"Then we began to get excited. We
bed been aeketp, and, being out of
eight. even though the ship had sight-
ed the whale, she woad not have
been able to see tea and if it was
blowing elle would not be able to
pick up the carcass, and, tbinkites51* that we had at gone to the bottom,
eVottici have run before the gale. And
so it afterward proverk
"AO the day passed the storm in-
creamed, and I don't know to this day
how we ever weathered it in this im-
proved eubmarine boat. She was
washed by ahnoet every wave, but we
were srstsg. We lay in the blubber
and slept. Exhausted as we were byin the foretop sing out: 'There she , the low pistil and the long struggle inbl000ser and every one atoms and the icy water, it was no wonder thataloft aprang to a plaice where they we slept like a lot of logs. Next dayowed see the welcome sight.
"Sore enough on our starboard
quarter- was a vrhole eclivoial of the
big whales.. They were sporting
arotindl like a lot of octiedret and heart yank in spite of my happy-go-their Wowing could be heard several biaeky phikisophy at the 'prospect
the harpoon paid out so fast that it
sintoked -We began to think that the
whale was gtoing clear through to
China. But finally he started ahead.
Then all we had to do was to lay
on our oars and take it easy. We
were feeling fine, for by striking the
first whale we had won the caddy of
chewing tobacco which Capt. Lath-
rop had prornisied to the boat crew
that madie fast first.
"This whale was an old bull and
he swami like a hacomicstive. Mile after
uvie.be reeled off, but finally, when
he had run about five he came to the
surface exhausted Now was our
chance. Slowly and quietly we crept
nearer to him as he lay on the inw-
*wee resting and no doubt believing
that he bad bested his pursuers.
When we got within a boat's length
the old Finn got out the lance, and
the next minute he bad struck. But
vthen he struck the big fellow threw
sip his tail and in place of giving a
fatat blow it only glanoed. But the
old Finn was all right. Again he
struck, and this time the whale spout-
ed blood But he was not dead by a
wboie int. Like a fleet) he tooted,
TEF HUGE ELECTRIC SUNS.
Government Experts Try to Raise
Plants by Artificial Light.
Washington, Oct. 24.—Electricity is
to be put to a novel test by the de-
partment of agriculture. A laboratory
is being fitted in the division of Path-
ology for the purpose of conducting
experiments in the growing of plants
by the aid of an electrical appliance.
The experimenta are based on the
theory that the growth of vegetable
matter, which cease- at sundown, will
continue through the night if proper
artificial light is supplied to stimu-
late the natural deeeloping power of
the plants.
"In some respects plants are much
the same as the human race," said an
official. "At night they go to sleep,
the same as we do, and their growth
ceases the following day. The sun
is their source of lire, keepng their
growing faculties working and being
the foundation of their development.
"It is with an idea of supplying an
artificial sun that these experiments
are being made. If it is found that
the growth of plants can be doubled
at a nominal expen:e and that they
can be grown in winter the same asin summer the agricultural industry
will have received an unprecedented
stimulus. Scientific researches `  has
already done much to bring the farming industry to a higher level, but
more is at stake in the present under-
taking, perhaps than ever before."
The laboratory is now being
made ready for the experiments andthe work will commence soon. Owingto the peculiar nature of the experi-
ments the department is reluctant togive out information regarding them,
and it is likely that secrecy will be
maintained in regard to the progress
of the research until it is learned thatthe undertaking is practical or hope-less from a commercial viewpoint.It will probably be a year or morebefore actual results are obtaineddancsabed. I have that affidavit now, from the experiments. Scientists at-and if it was not in my posseession I tached to the bureau of plant iadus-
Larry O'Brien, wilco ran the moist no- andi before we could back away hetorinus boarding house that ever die- had hit to with one rif hie inwiterate would hesitate to tell the story, as a le.), have already learned by investi-graced New York. His place was fins, cutting the boat in two and kal_ great many people ashore refuse tolgation that it is possible to growplants by electricity. It has not been
, proved, however, that the expense in-I cidental to the employment of this
nsmea  is cheaper than the means na-ture has adopted to carry on her
. work. There is some doubt, too,board and everything intact. Her whether vegetables grown in an arti-crew was never found or even ac- ficial mariner will be the same qualitycounted for. The lives of men wholas thcie propogated in the regularsail the seas are nothing more or less way.
than chapters
sailor has even
share o fthem.
1 got it. for as soon as I got on
deck a big burly mate song out for
"Se to get aloft and shake a reef out
of the fottops1.. I crawled up the
eilarosee but vies not of much use on
and he was a derty eel.
"The !second mate was hermits*.
Ile was a young fellow who had a
very good opinion of %emelt He was
a nephew of old Strathbotwn, the
owner- of the ship. That's the oily
reason, he held hie job. The third
mate was a Dueehenan and the bo'afn
was a Finn, while the crew itself vial
made up of every nationality tinder
the sun. There were Frenchmen,
mans, Italians and one negro, be-
, a Russian and an Irishman. It
was a poolygiot crowd and it took
some time to got them in running
order.
"Me' headed for Crreenkind and it
was off the coast of that desolate;
Godeforeaken country that we sight-
ed our first whales. I Was Sel4Vw
ITMetidi IV a pair of dungarees when
heard the lookout who was stationed
ing she old Finn.
"We were thrown in the icy water
and struggled atesoerately to keep
afloat. With this great wounded
weak thrashing near us and our ship
five mike or more away our chencee
were slim. But buck is always with
the sailor. The boat, although cut
in two, did not sink, owing to the
buoyancy.of the wood and we clung
to that, beeping out of sight as much
as possible of the wounded whale.
Falsetto the thrashing grew less. the
water was red with the great columns
of blood which he spouted, and at
last he lay quiet. Our fear of being
eaten by this monster was then over,
although I was the only one who
feared suet a death, as the onty dun-
"We worked like beavers, and soon
each one of in had a snug little place
carved out in the oil fat in which to
he. Of course the grease and blood
was not pleasant, but when a man is
freezing to death anything that offers
,warenth is acceptable. We had cut
the blabber in such a way that we
amid done a lisp, and were in s
pretties* wawrtight compartment
The ship was jost in sight, that is,
we could see the tops of her mast on
the horizon. We did not worcy, as
we were Sure they would run down
and pick in tsp. They knew the di-
rection in which we had been towed,
and, of course, as soon as the other
boats had been picked up they would
mow booking for us.
"We crasvied in, and kept warms for
it was warm and nice air could be in
that mese of still quivering fat. The
first thing we knew we were all
asleep. When we awoke the carcase
we gingerly raised the flap and looked
out. The sea had gone down and we
'we're riding on somparatively calm
water. But, to te* you the truth me/
before tea On the back of a *abide
in the Arctic ocean, 'with no ship in
sight and no food or water, it was a
position to appal the stoutest heart.
"All that day we lay in the cubby-
hole, as we called; it, and when we got
hungry we ate some of the blubber.
It was not a very pleasing meal, but
when a man's stomach cries for food
and especially a sailor's stomach,
which is like an ostrich's and is able
to digest anything from hardtack to
nails, he -will not turn up his nose at
a piece of fresh blubber. Occasion-
ally we saw pieces of ice floating
around, and after much trouble se-
cured a chunk. We made a cup of
blubber and left it in the
cubbyhole to melt, but judge of our
disappointment to find that it was
salt water ice. By that time we were
so thirsty that our tongues were
hanging out •
"It was. just our buck that we were
rescued. About 9
 
o'clock on the
.naorning of the fourth day we awoke
and looked out, and there within too
yards was a vessel. You can imagine
how we scrambled out of our cub-byhole and screamed for help. Our
appearance was so terrible, smeared
as we (WC!te With blood and oil and
coining as we cbidi apparently from
the bowels of the whale, that the peo-
ple on board thought we were some
kind of marine reptiles arid started
to square their yards and sad away.
But our yells in good English soon
convinced them that we were alive
and human.
"We were taken on board the Nor-
wegian warship Ncrdipes111, and they
took us to Christiana. But talk about
your Jonelesi—aohy that old story in
the bible was 120t in it with tie We
were sent home to New York the
Danish government paying our ex-
penses. I am glad it was a warship
that picked us up, otherwise they
wouklin't have believed our story. But
I have here an affidavit from the
captain at the ship stating that we
were picked up in the manner herein
believe the adventures of sailors, and
yet there are other men who lave
hid far stranger- experiences than
that
"Look at the brig Marie Celeste
that was picked up without a soul on
Of adven
failed
tures,
to
and no
hive his
Be Pleasant.
Wit cannot, of course, all, be hand-
And 'tie hard for us all to be good;
Wk are sure now and then to be
kelp,
And we don't always do as we
should.
To be patient is not always easy,
To be cheerful is much harder still:But at least we can always be pleas-
ant.
If we nuke to our rtiodh that we
will.
And it pays every time to be kindly,
Although we !nay be worried and
bine;
If you smile at the world and look
cheerful.
The vsorkl will soon smite track at
you.
So try, brace up and look pleasant,
No matter hots- sad and low ckywn,
Good humor is always contagious,
But you banish your friends when
you frown.
—John Gray Chattier.
Becoming Colors.
The tint of the orange is becoming
to the brunette with a fair eomplex-
ion.
For the blonde the delicate yellow
of ripe corn is beautifying.
BrigOt green is beorining to the
pale bust clear skin, hut not to a high
or muddied complexion.
Violet is allowable only for a hoe
quite free from yellow tints.
Blue is remarkably be-coming to
fair skins, but only the daricesf
shades are favorable to brunettes.
Creamy white is ahnotet univers-ally
becoming and the introduction of
cream lace onkel an otherwise ins-
possible color wearable.
Mack is flattering to a blonde, butif ske be not fair enough to look vi-41in Mack an admixture of heir own es-
pecial- color ii permissible.
Usually ..the soft-toned girays book
welt with yellow or brown hair.
Red is becoming to either blondle
or brunettte, that the skin be fair
Onctioti or dark enough, and providedit is just the right shade of the hire.
Properties of Vegetables.
1"'estatoes'aire fattening.
Carrots are blood purifiers.
Beets have diuretic qualities.
Onions are laxative and good fori neomnia
Raw cabbage has a Jonic effect on
the aystern.
Spinach contains iron, consequent-
ly helps the camplexion.
Celeery is excellent for nerves,
stomach and kidneys..
Peas and beans are mitritioust,
wholesome and easily digested.
Tomatoes name torpid liver and chi
the work, ordinarily, of a doctor's
prescription.
Efforts to keep Heserst's name off
the municipal ballot in. New York NKR
failed. The election committee has
consented to its appearance.
What's in McClure's.
The- November McClure's begins a
new volume wcith the opening chap-ters of two great new series and abig Kipling story, which promise*the magazine's continuance as torch-bearer in public affairs and the leaderI of excellence in presets day literature.
In this number Carl Schurz begins
i bis "Reminiscences," the life story ofa patriot-soldier
-statesman-author, a
fighting idealist who never compro-
mised with his conscience.
I Ray Startnard Baker, with "The
road Rate," opens his series of arti-
cles on the greatest national perplex-
ity, the outcome of more than a
year's digging into the most difficult
subject American voters have ever
had tomast er.
Last of the "articles" in November
is the second half of Charles F. Lum-
i mis' breezy story "Pioneer Trans-
portation in America," the epic of the
heroic age of travel which waited till
I now for a writer. Kipling's most re-
markable story is "With the Night
Mail" in which he projects his won-
derful imagination into the twenty-
first century and takes a thrilling air-
ship flight from Londoa to Quebec.
He has invented a new world of me-
chanics and found strange highways
in the sky, which are pictured in col-
or by Reuterdahl. In passing he
Iglimpses a transformed earth so viv-
idly real that it is hard to wake, up
to the fact thatU topia does not exist.
I Another story in this number that
stands strongly out is the "Last Love-
Feast," a tale of the French Com!
mune which focuses in a terrible,
brief, dramatic moment every human
passion. It is splendidly illustrated
by C,astaigne.
• Fitly following this piece of fiction
is "The Lotttery Drab." a tree story
!of the civil war's most appalling epi-
sode.
In sharp contrast to all this stress
of emotion is "An Eye for an Eye,"
a dainty little tale of hot blood and
young hearts told in the sweet
;patois of the Louisiana 'Cajan. There
are besides stories by Samuel Hop-
kins Adams, Mrs. Wilson Woodrow.
Jean Webster and others.
An Order Mistimed.
(The Tattler.)
A celebrated continental specialist,
to whom time was literally money,
and who was possessed of a fiery tern
per, made it a rule that all patients
ehotrkl undress before entering. his
convoking room so as not to waste
tarry of is va.koble time. One day a
meek-loiiking little man eutered with
all hi, clothes on. "What do you
mean by coming in like that?" said
Us doctor, in a rage. "Go and strip
at once."
I "Butt T---" faltered the man.
"I tell you I've 1110 time to waste,"
yelled the doctor, and the poor man
left the room in haste. When Me turn
came die re-entered the room "Now,
then," said the doetor, "that's better.What can I do for you?'
"I called to collect your istibecrip-than for the benrooletit society."
New Orleans 
Memphis
Les Paducah....
Ar. Carbondale..
Ar. Chicago 
Ar. St. Louis' 
(North sound)
No. 306.
Is :40P-111-
4 :251:sm-
5:3oam.
8:o5p.rn.
Illinois Central Railroad
TIME TABLES'
Corrected Aug. aend, I9o5.
South Bound.
Leave Cincinnati 
leave Louisville 
Leave Owensboro 
Leave Horse Branch 
Leave Central City
Leave Nortonville 
 
Leave Evensville 
 
Leave Hoplcinsville
Leave Princeton 
 
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Fulton 
Arrive Gibbs, Tenn. 
Arrive Rives 
Arrive Jackson 
 
Arrive Memphis 
 
Arr;ve New Orleans
 
 -----
North Bound.
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Arrive
No. tot ,
8:2e a.m.
12:20 p.m.
3:4o 
p.m.
3:55 P.m.
4:37 Pam
5:15 tem.
hop p.m.
6:45 P.m.
7:55 P•m•
8.31 p.m.
8:39 p.m.
10:30 p.m.
11 :00 a.m.
No. toe
7:10 p.m.
 6:so a.m.
Jackson, Tenn 
Rives 
 9:42 a.m.
Gibbs 
 9:48 a.m.
Fulton 
 loao a.m.
Paducah 
 ii :20 a.m.
Paducah 
 ix :25 a.m.IPrinceton 
 12:39 p.m.
Hopkins-wills 
 3:50 amArrive Evansville 
 6:25 p.m.Arrive Nortonvilte 
 1:28 p.m.Arrive Central City 
 2:05 p.m.Arrive Horse Branch 
 3:00 p.m.Arrive Owensboro 
 4:55 p.m.Arrive Louisville 
 5:35 p.m.Arrive Cincinnati 
 9:15 P.m.
No. toa
6:oo p.m.
9,:40 
p.m.
6:30 pan.
12:08 ions,
1:03 a.m.
1.:40 a.m.
4:4o p.m.
2:27
3:40
3:45
4:30
5:17
5:23
7:15
8:15
8:15
a.m.
aim..
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
No. roe
9:15 a.m.
8:5o p.m
10:10 p.m
11:58 p.m
9;315 911 .11m.
1:43 a.m.
1:48 a.m.
3:o3 a.m.
93:4501 aa.nfm.m.
198515::::455:7
4;303 
a.m.
ST. LOUIS DIVISION.
(South Bound.)
No. 374- No. 305.
4:20p.m. Lv. St. Louis.... 745a.m.
8:40p.m. Lv. 2:5oa.m.
8:osain. Lv. Carbondale. II:aoa.m,
7338a•m. Ar. Paducah.... 3:35p.m.
No. 122
7:25a.m.
*9:ocia.m.
:o5a.m.
ra:3op.m.
I :28a.m.
8:3oa.m.
:2oota.
2:35p.m.
4:15P-03-
4:aop.m.
6:00p.m.
CAIRO-HOPKINSVILL,E LINE.
(North Bound.)
101-801 135-835
Lv. Hoplcineville 11:20ern. 6:40a.m.
Princeton.. 2:35p.m. 7:45a.m.
As. Paducah.... 4:15part. 935a.m.
Le. Paducah . . . 7 :wpm. 9 :30a.m.
Ar. Cairo 
 8:35p.m. itooa.m.
Ar. St. Louis, 
 7 :o&a.rn. 5 :oop m.
kr. Chicago 
 8 :092.10. 9:30p.m.
Lv. Chicago...,
Lv. St. Louis ..
Lv. Cairo 
Ar. Paducah 
Lv. Paducah 
 
Ar. Princeton 
 
Ar. Hopkinsville
(South Bound.
122-822
6:2op.m.
9a10P•ra.
6:ooa.m.
7:4;11-m-
7 :5oa.rn.
9.29a.m.
8:3op.m.
No. 122
6:ooa.rn-
7:4oa-m-
7:5oa.m.
10 :3541.m.,
11 :30a.m.
12:55p.m.
4:55P.11x
4:55P.m.
No. 375.
9'40P.m-
6:2op.m.
7 :05a.m.
II:00.1.112.
136-836-
9:4511-111-
ease.m.
6:2op nt.
8:rop.na
6a5p.m.
9 5013.
11 .00p m.
Trains marked thus (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains randaily. Trains to3 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,Memphis and New Orleans; trains, Ica and 202 sleepers between Louisville,Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 8o1 and 822 sleepers between Paducahand St. Louis. For further information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Padiscale Ky.
GEO. „C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, Ill.
C. C. M'CARTY, D. P. A.. St. Louis, Mo.
ago
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE YUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDIeR TO MATCH
FOR THE srALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CEOITS. ,NICE PLAIN FLO.
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARL SELLING AT 6 GENTS PER
ROLL. WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY :tic PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, too 15c, 20C
AND UP TO $3a0 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO sum THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL FFFECT, INGRATT:3
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERT CONSIEVIaAELK CO'.
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
srmis IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE AESO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BEADIN6S, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS, .ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY,
C. C. LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Undertakers and EmbnImers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST, PADUCAH, KV
MAUR, EFINfitil & CO.
Subscribe for The Register
•
HOU
ISMARTesTila47.077rfaldiatT,LIMI=6
TAKE A-I
BILE CAPSULE.
MANUFACTURED ONLY AT
M'PHRSONS
DRUG STORE.
Thursday Morning, Oct. 26, 19o5.
LOCAL NEWS
Mrs. E. L. Whitesides, osteopath,
8629 1-2 Broadway; Phones, Old rem
and New 761.
—Me And Mirs. Ernest Moore, of
• West }Jamison street, have a new
girl at their imotnie.
—Capt. William Patterson is again
confined at his home on Jefferson
street with an attack of bowel trou-
ble.
—The Medical society held an in-
teresting meeting last night with Dr.
Purcell, at his office in the Frater-
- nity buildirvg.
—Iry spite of yeterday's inclemency
and last night's blustery weather the
prediction for today promises fair
• though cooler weather.
—Yesterday the citizens of Marion,
Ks, celebrated the reconstruction of
- that town, which was nearly de-
stroyed by fire last sumer.
—Justice Jesse Young was able to
'be down to his office yesterday. He
was confined with illness for the past
two weeks, at his bonne on Clark
near Ninth street.
—The Conimercial chrb is prepar-
ing to move headquarters from its
present location, in the Randers' as-
sociation rooms on South Fourth,
-across the street to the rooms for-
merly ocupied by Markle Worten as
-law offices.
—Peter Artund, the promoter of
Louisville, who claimed he had an
option on the New Century hotel at
Dawson, has "officially" declared the
deal off. There was never anything
to it except talk of converting the
springs and; hotel' into a second
West Baden, Ind
—Yesterday Corner Charles Crow
buried in the county cemetery the
remains of a 7-week-old chalet, barn
to a woman who left it in charge of
Kate Garfield above ?hey Aolever-
man's second-hand stone on Ken-
-tricky avenue near Second street. The
child died, oi stomach trouble. The
mother went to Golconda when she
left the babe with the other.
ABOU'i THE PEOPLE
Mrs. Hattie Meyers has gone to
Nashville, Tenn., to attend the wed.
ding of hew relative , Miss Hattie
White, to Mr. Clarence Stuart, Of
that place. -
General Agent Thomas R. Todd, of
the Frank- Fehr brewery of Louis-
ville, is its the citiy.
Mr. Charles Collie, the insurance
man, iS in Korganfield on business,.
Messses. W. E. Jolly and James
Ferrinsan, of Grant Rivers, are in the
city.
Poetoffice Inspector. S. A. Susong
Was here yesterday, accompanied by
Mr. S. C. Hanson, who succeeds him,
and with wham Inspector Susong
ramie clown to acquaint him with the
work. Mr. Susong goes to Easteim
Kentucky, the new territory assigned
trim
'Major David C. Peyton, of Jeffer-
&moil le, I rek, yesterday passsed
through here ice Gokonda, Ill., to in-
spect the flour spar miness he and
others bineeht there from Mr. F.. W.
Smith, formerly of this city, but now
of Los Angeles, Cal
Kesdasnes Bircbye Campbell, Lelia
Wade Lewis, V. H. Thompson and
Misses Relia Coleman and /Well
Thompson 'yesterday went to Bowl-
ing Green to attend the state meet-
ing of Kentucky Daughters of the
Confederacy.
iMessns. Ralph Polk and Harry Me-
Cartney, of Greenwood, Ind., and
Mksund City, Hi., canning factories,
were here yesterday on business.
MIsses Minnie Johnson and Ger-
trtide Tucker go to Dawson Saturday
for a sojourn.
Miss Matti, Hayden. of Hopkins-
vine, is visiting Met. Claude Baker.
Dr. W. J. Bass and 'bride are ex-
pected back tomorrow night }corn
their bridal tour.
Mks. Amanda Wilhelm yesterday
returned from a several weeks' visit
to her sister, Mrs. Eva Murray, of
Lawyer A. I.... Hartper left last
evening for St. Louis on legal busi-
ness.
Capt Oscar Barrett, the big steam-
boatman, arrived here last evening
from Cincinnati.
Mr Saunders Fowler went to
Evansville this morning and remiss
trraighlt.
Capt. A. D Powell of the Barrett
Sae; arrived here yesterday from Cin-
cinnati.
Messrs. Brook Somerville and Os-
car Dyer, of Mayfield, wi'l arrtive
this morning to spend the day with
Aerator Han-y Somerville, of the
Western Union.
Captain Richard Preston has re-
tinned from visiting in the South for
the past month, and is now the pleat
of dis sister, Mrs. Frank Coliodrn,
wife of the T. C. conductor. Mr.
Preston is captain of the colvetalste
tory in the Philippine islands and is
in this country on a leave of absence
of Poole months. He abortly returns
to that distant land to resume hi;
duties,
YOU ARE IN VITED TO A
Free Demonstration
OF
Cheek-Neal Coffee Company's
Maxwell House Blend,Coffee
'TIS RICH IN FLAVOR. 'TIS CHARMING AND A HEALTH
PROMOTING BEVERAGE; A DRINK THAT WILL NOT INEBRI-
ATE. IT SOOTHES AND COM FORTS THE AGED AND NERVES
THE ARM OF THE WARRIOR I N BATTLE. COME, .TASTE
AND SEE. ALL THIS WEEK AT
L B. OgiIvie& Co
328-330-332 BROADWAY.
IT IS A BLEND OF THE FIN EST COFFEES GROWN. A RARE
TREAT—TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT
/b SEALES AIR TIGHT CANS 35c; 3 lb CANS $z oo.
BAKER, ECCLES & CO DISTRIBUTORS.
CITY DELEGATES
WILL /BE SHORTLY CHOSEN
FOR WATERWAY'S CON-
VENTION.
Hospital Board of Directors Held
Theiir Meeting Yesterday With
Mayor Yeiser.
lAt the council meeting November
6 the legislative authorities of this
city will empower Mayor Yeiser to
select the delegates usually sent from
here to attend the annual gathering
of the Ohio Valley Improvement as-
sociation', which this year convenes
at Cairo, November is, for a three
days' session. As the place of gath-
ering is so close probablities are
that a kuve sired delegation will be
sent down to participate in the as.
sembly. It is also probable that Pa-
ducah will this year snake its usual
contribution in helping the riverinen
with their work which looios towards
installation of locks and dams in the
Ohio so that a nine foot stage of
water can be had the year round..
Hospital Committee.
Yesterday the board o fdirectors
for Riverside hospital held their
meeting at the office of Mayor
Yeiser, but it developed that the cone
mittee scam trionthe ago had not fin-
ished the rules and regulations for
government of this institution, On
this corning to the surface the mat-
ter was referred back to the commit-
tee with instructions to complete the
compilation. During the meeting the
mayor was ordered to get bids to see
at %hat cost there could be furnished
with beds and other equipments the
basement at the hospital for use of
patients. The rushing beeriness be-
ing enjoyed in this institution makes
it necessary that the basement be
fixed up also for patients. It will be
just as good as any of the wards
when arranged
Trouble Going On.
Lieutenant Frank -Harlan, ot the
force, yesterday afternoon received a
message over the telephone system.
stating that Harry Maynard was out
on North Thirteenth street raising a
racket. . The police were sent out
that way, but he departed before
their arrival, and they have not yet
detected him.
WANTED—Shell Bark Hickory
Nuts. M. Livingston & Co., 115-117
North First street.
Money in Timber Lands.
Fortunes have been made and can
easy be made today by buying Ar-
kansas rich river bottom lands, heav-
ily covered with timber, at a ipo ism/
price, holding the land, for a
and then selling the
the price the land and dopy' both
cost and then have the Iliad cleared
and sell it for five times the original
purchaee price and sometimes ten
times the cost. We have a proposi-
tion of this kind in t,600 acres of
land in Arkansos at daily $3.50 per
acre. One-third cash, balance r and 2
years, at 6 per cent. This, land when
clear will rent for $5.00 per acre per
year. Full particulars on reque.t.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE R/EAL
ESTATE AGBNCY.
Fraternity building. Both phones 835.
WANTED—Shell Bark Hickory
Nuts. M. Livingston & Co., 115-117
North First street.
Masonic Notice.
Paducah Council, No. 32, R. & S.
M., will meet Mondoy night, October
3o, at 7:3o o'clock sharp, to confer
the cryptic degrees.
JAS. F.., WILHELM, Masser.
CHAS. IfraLLIDAY, Recorder.
The Use of Fire Escapes.
One of the settlement workers
asked an East Side lad what fire es-
capes were intended for.
"To sleep on," promptly replied
the lad.
"Anything else?"
"Sure. Dey's good to ripen toma-
toes on, to dry clothes, to drop cats
off, to shoot beans down at de guys
passing on de street, to swear at de
cop from, and—"
But the settlemeent worker had
fled with uplifted hands—New York
Globe.
$45o House Bargain.
• Three-romp house, nearly new,, 50
foot lot, West End between Broad-
way and Mayfield road. A bargain
for cash.
Whittemore Real Estate Agency,
Fraternity building. Both phones 835.
POPULAR WANTS
FOR SALE—On
Boyd, one 4 and one
Inquire tor8 Trimble
411.1AMIA.111/PANSS*11#15/NMS16.1441
North Sixth and For Autos and Carriages 
room house.
street.
FOR RENT—Furnished room
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613
-4.
WANTED—Room and hoard, pri-
vate family, by gentleman and wife.,
Good location essential. G., care Reg-
ister.
STRAYED—One gray pony, 12
'hands high; foretop sheared.. Return
to 70 Jefferson street and be re-
warded
FOR SALE—Several pieces of ma-
hogany library furniture, also hard
coal stove. Apply at 227 North
Ninth street.
WANTED—By Chicago wholesale
and mail order house, assistant man-
ager (man or w6man) for this county
and adjoining territory. Salary $2111
and expenses paid weekly; expense
money advanced. Work pleasant;
position permanent. No investment
or experience required. Write at
once for full particulars and enclose
self-addressed envelope. Thomas J.
Cooper & Co., 132 Lake street, Chi-
cago, III.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
SATURDAY OCT 28
MATINEE AND NIGHT,
Great Barlow
MINSTRELS
J. A. COBURN, Owner and Manager.
Everytiong new thi, season.
See the beautiful patriotic ensemble.
"The Admiral's Jubilee"
The latest in Song and Story.
Real, interesting presentation of life
aboard an "American Man-of-War."
—:-35—WHITE ARTISTS-35:—
EVERY PROMISE FULFILLED.
New Siwrs New Cotnedlans
New Soler* New Jokes
New Stories New Novelties
New Specialties and Excluaite
Vaudeville Features.
BIG STREET PARADE AND
CONCERT.
PRICES—Matinee-25c and 5oc.
Night—a5c, 35c, 5oc and 75c.
Seats, on sale Friday.
1111111.10.11•MMINIMMIIINI., 
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE S.
MONDAY NY 30
KANE, SHIPMAN & COLVIN
PRESENT
ALBERTA GALLATIN
IN
The London and New York Comedy
Success
'COUSIN KATE'
B
HUBERT HENRY DAVIS
Direct from Hudson Theatre, N. Y.
Prices: 25, 3e, 50, 75, $r and 111-50•
Seats on sale Saturday at 9 a. m.
A delightful entertainment will be
the recital given by Mrs. George C
Parker in the lecture room of the
Broadway M. E. church Friday even-
ing, October 27. Prices 35c Anil 25c.
NOTICEE.
I will not be responsible for any
debts contracted by my wife, Mn;. R.
R. Lacklin. R. R. LACKLIN.
Wle have e'm to sell—you want
'em-5-A Plush Robes, $2.50 to $to.
Powell-Rogers Co.
WANTED—Shell Bark Hickory
puts. M. LATIOVOROO & CO., 115-117
North First street.
Subscribe For The Register.
Newest Styles
Handsomest Patterns
"Chase" Best Grades "Stroock"
OF 44101.cak—
I PLUSH LAP ROBES
I" Paducah Saddlery Co,It FOURTH AND JEFFERSON.
1 01KONWWWWWWWEVNWNSIPi
 -411111
Nowhere in Paducah 
DO YOU FIND SUCH BARGAINS IN GUITARS AS ARE OFFERED
4
I WRITE OR TELEGRAPH FOR CATALOGUE TODAY BEFOREi YOU GO ELSEWHERE.
Tetiseseue.e.--,-.-.-:-/-:-O-l-l-Osa+oels:-:-1-4-4s:-:-Fee:-:-:-:-:-/-:-C-:-:-a-t-:•4•Os'e++++++
AT
HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT
A BIG ASSORTMENT TO SELECT FROM.
Think of a solid Oak Guitar for $a .95!!U WHAT DO YOU
THINK OF THIS? We will furnish you a fine guitar or mandolin
and • course of 25 lessons by a fine teacher for $12.50, payable $3.00
a month.
HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT.
USE KEVIL'S
aristocrat flour
The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
• the Buffet
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. Gray, Proprietor.
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order.
fine noonday lunch for 25 cents.
en.
A
••944_
At '& Central Business College
306 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696
•••••FIS 
Galvanized Rubber Roofing war-
ranted for steep or fiat roof or over
old shingles, requires no coating or
paint. Ford Manufacturing Co., Chi-
'caws G. R. Davis & Bro., local
agents.
Lillard D. Sanders has remov-
ed his_office from the Trueheart
buQding to his residence, 318 South
Sixth street, opposite court house.
5-A Horse Blankets are the beet,.
Soli? by Powell
-Rogers Co.
FULL LINE SASH, DOORS,' PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.
Sherrill-Kussell Lumber Co.
INCOR.POR.ATS.D.
Both 'Phones 295. Prompt Delivery
‘4,
Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
.411111111111111111111111111111111101111.....
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